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ABSTRACT 
In the design of many engineering components subjected to cyclic or repetitive loading, 
fatigue is an ever-present challenge. The engineer often endeavors to design the structural 
or component system in such a way that the cyclic stresses are below a particular fatigue 
limit, o r, in f racture m echanics t erms, at  s tress l evels b elow t hreshold. In t he P aris 
formulation, fatigue t hreshold, ∆𝐾𝑡ℎ, m ay be  regarded a s t hat v alue of  cyclic s tress 
intensity below which fatigue crack growth does not occur. For a particular material and 
environment, this t hreshold va lue, ∆𝐾𝑡ℎ, is  d etermined e xperimentally b y m onitoring 
growth o f a c rack ( typically i n a compact t ension ( CT) s pecimen) and c ontinually 
reducing cyclic stress levels until the threshold condition is reached [1]. This procedure is 
very cumbersome and t ime-consuming, and this project rather considers the design of a  
fracture m echanics s pecimen geometry in w hich t here i s a decreasing stress in tensity 
(with crack length) that facilitates determination of the threshold value simply at constant 
applied cyclic amplitude, and the crack length at which fatigue crack growth arrests.  
 
Numerical methods provide a useful and cost-effective way to design such a specimen for 
easy experimental work and to assist in the fatigue design of components and structures. 
Numerical analysis can be used to overcome the cost and the amount of  t ime spent on  
experimental w ork. S uch an alysis w as i mplemented he re, w here a  v ery pr omising 
specimen ha s b een d esigned us ing c onventional f inite e lement m ethods ( CFEM) and 
extended f inite e lement m ethods ( XFEM). The C FEM is  a pplied to  s tudy th e s tress 
intensity factors. 
 
On the other h and, t he d ynamic modelling of fracture p ropagation r esults with XFEM, 
allows f urther unde rstanding of  de sign a nd a ssessment of  t his pa rticular s pecimen. In 
particular, based on certain loading conditions, XFEM is applied in order to achieve the 
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fatigue fracture, since it provides a point known as the stress intensity fatigue threshold. 
Further, optimum specimen g eometry, ba sed on de creasing s tress i ntensity f actor 
specimen, was modelled using both methods. 
 
CT specimen is the well-known and standardized specimen. This specimen was used to 
verify the FEM models. It  consists of two see-through loading holes and a pre-included 
crack. The specimen is loaded in such a way that the crack will propagate in the direction 
perpendicular to the loads. This is one of the specimens capable of producing increasing 
stress i ntensity f actors. As a forementioned, this specimen i s pr obably t he m ost w idely 
used FM specimen and has proven very effective in the laboratory testing environment. 
Therefore, it is used in this project to verify the models.  
 
The FEM model is a pplied to  th e C T s pecimen to  s tudy the S IF a nd the r esults are 
verified us ing a nalytical m ethods. F urther, the SIF e quation i s de rived a nd s olved 
analytically to obtain a desired decreasing SIF specimen. The resulting specimen is then 
investigated using FEM. 
 
On the other hand, the Double Torsion (DT) geometry is a  t est specimen configuration 
that facilitates for fracture investigations in highly brittle materials and is well-known to 
produce a stress intensity factor that is independent of crack length. This feature allows 
for t he pr opagation of  r elatively l ong c racks i n a  hi ghly c ontrolled m anner i n 
exceptionally brittle materials. However, the DT geometry is yet to be standardised and, 
to da te, many questions r emain regarding opt imal s pecimen di mension, l oad-point 
deflections, and out-of-plane deformations. This project also aims to investigate the DT 
geometry us ing t he conventional Finite E lement Methodology i n or der t o obt ain a n 
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A t otal num ber of  45 s pecimen ge ometries were investigated. T he f ocus w as on t he 
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The fracture of materials may be understood as the phenomenon where the presence of a 
flaw, or a crack, weakens the material to such an ex tent that failure can occur at  loads 
significantly lower than the material’s strength. Fracture can result in catastrophic failures 
that can h ave s evere c onsequences, such as t he l oss of  l ife. C lassic examples o f 
catastrophic f racture f ailures include t he Liberty ships w hich were bu ilt during t he 
Second World War. These ships were considered to be of  superior design owing to the 
then newly developed welding technology, which enabled much faster ship construction. 
More than 4 000 of these ships were built before and after World War I [2]. A quarter of 
these experienced brittle fractures (even though the ship material was an inherent ductile 
material - mild steel) [3]. An investigation concluded that cracks had propagated through 
the welding in the ship’s hull over time to a critical length, resulting in the catastrophic 
failure in which the ship broke in half, Fig (1.1).  A n additional example is  the Comet 
aircraft disaster of 1954 – a tragic airplane crash. The Comet aircraft was again a n ovel 
design o f t he t ime; h owever, i t ex perienced c atastrophic f ailure owing to a la ck o f 
understanding of the fracture phenomenon. Fatigue cracks, caused by repetitive loading, 
initiated at the rivet holes in the fuselage near the passenger windows, which, over time, 
propagated to a critical length to result in a sudden catastrophic rupture of the fuselage. 
 
Fortunately, in this day and age, we understand the phenomenon of fracture, and we can 
design or assess components and structures against such catastrophic failures. One of the 
tools that can be used to explain and predict such failures is Fracture Mechanics (FM). 
First developed by A. A. Griffith, it enables an explanation of the brittle type failures in 
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ductile materials [4]. Since then, Fracture Mechanics has been used to explain different 




 Figure 1.1. Liberty ship breaking completely in two [2]. 
 
As t echnology ha s i mproved ove r t ime, n ew c omplex s tructures have required special 
precautions w hen assessing s tructures for f racture f ailures. T o de sign a nd a ssess 
components and structures against fracture, using FM, requires the knowledge of fracture 
parameters. These parameters describe the inherent behaviour of the materials, which can 
be de termined t hrough s tandardised t esting procedures. T ypically, t hese t esting 
procedures make use of small specimens in controlled laboratory conditions to obtain the 
material’s fracture properties that are then applied to full-scale structures in industry [5]. 
For example, owing to repetitive loads experienced by structures, fatigue fracture, which 
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The f atigue s tress i ntensity t hreshold (fatigue t hreshold) ∆𝐾𝑡ℎ is a n i mportant de sign 
parameter in fracture mechanics. If it is properly applied to structures, it ensures that the 
structure will not propagate a fatigue crack. This value is also obtained in the laboratory 
from the small test specimens. 
 
Another e xample i s f ound i n t he br ittle m aterials, typically in t he nuc lear r eactor. T he 
nuclear graphite is used as a neutron moderator within a nuclear reactor [6]. One example 
of a nuclear reactor is the Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (PBMR), (see more discussion in 
[6]). This is the type of reactor that uses graphite components which form a part of inner 
core s tructure. N uclear graphite i s a  t ype o f b rittle m aterial, and t herefore t here i s a 
special n eed to understand i ts f racture pr operties to prevent cat astrophic f ailure. 
Similarly, when testing, small specimens are utilized to understand the nuclear graphite. 
 
However, th ese te sts h ave lim itations, e specially for h ighly b rittle m aterials ( such as 
glass, co ncrete an d n uclear graphite) an d c an result in  e rroneous r esults if  c ertain te st 
conditions a re not  m et with r espect to  the m aterial us ed a nd l oading conditions. I t i s 
known that, in brittle materials, limited non-linearity may occur at the crack tip [1]. This 
can r esult i n r apid and uncontrolled c rack pr opagation, e specially when hi gh l oads a re 
applied. Hence, no fracture data can be measured. Different test approaches are needed in 
order to be able to measure brittle material’s fracture parameters. 
 
Such t ypes of  material be haviour r equire s pecial te sting geometries th at a llow f or th e 
investigation of the parameters that are used to assess the material’s structural integrity. 
For t he f atigue-threshold i nvestigations, an i deal l aboratory s pecimen w ould a llow f or 
testing c onditions i n which t he fatigue t hreshold c an be  s imply and a ccurately 
determined. A simple approach would be to have a specimen that has a  crack length with 
decreasing Stress Intensity Factor (SIF). In such a specimen, the crack would propagate 
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Consequently, t he material’s t hreshold S IF c an be s imply de termined. In qua si-brittle 
materials, s uch a s N uclear G raphite, i deal t est conditions w ould a llow for s table a nd 
controlled crack conditions that enable the investigation of the fracture parameters [6].  
 
Both of these idealized conditions require a special condition, which is that of a constant 
or decreasing SIF with crack length. Typically, this is not the case for standard laboratory 
test s pecimens, s uch as  the Compact T ension ( CT) specimen, w here t he S IF increases 
with c rack length. Therefore, t his p roject aims t o i nvestigate t wo specimen g eometries 
that allow for such special conditions:  
1. A crack l ength d ecreasing SI F ( allowing f or f atigue th reshold 
investigations).  
2. A constant stress intensity factor specimen (allowing for investigations 
of brittle materials).  
 
1.1 Fracture Mechanics Approach 
All s tructures contain f laws, ei ther occurring naturally or in itiated in  service [8]. These 
flaws ma y exist owing to w elding f laws, po rosity, or microscopic cr ack-like f laws. A s 
aforementioned, FM i s a t ool w hich m ay b e ut ilised t o pr edict a nd a void pot ential 
catastrophic failures of  s tructures which contain such f laws. FM us es methods of  solid 
mechanics t o ch aracterise an d s tudy f racture p roperties o f m aterials i n o rder t o as sess 
structures or components with flaws or cracks. It provides a means for understanding the 
relationship be tween s tress, f law s ize a nd material f racture t oughness, known as t he 
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1.2.1 FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TESTING 
 
During f racture t oughness i nvestigations, a c rack i s i ntroduced i nto a  specimen a nd 
propagated unde r c losely controlled l oading conditions [ 9]. T his allows f or th e 
calculation of the stress intensity factor (SIF), which describes the stress calculated near 
the crack tip. At the critical point, i.e. at the point of catastrophic failure (either owing to 
the cr ack l ength o r t he l oad r eaching a cr itical p oint), th e s tress in tensity f actor is  th e 
measure of the fracture toughness. 
 
There a re s everal t ypes o f s pecimen geometries t hat h ave b een u sed t o ev aluate t he 
fracture t oughness o f m aterials. T hese i nclude t he s ingle-edge n otched, t hree-point 
bending s pecimen an d t he co mpact t ension s pecimen [ 8].  H owever, t he u se o f t hese 
specimens can prove difficult when testing highly brittle and quasi-brittle materials, since 
they do  not  f acilitate f or s table c rack p ropagation c onditions.  T he s pecimens h ave an 
increasing SIF (with crack length) which, when a highly brittle material is tested, results 
in sudden breaks. As such, alternate specimen geometries are required that accommodate 
brittle and quasi-brittle materials. Such specimens should ideally allow for an increasing 
or decreasing SIF.  
 
Testing pr ocedures h ave be en de veloped t hat a llow f or s uch c onditions; however, they 
have been reported to be inaccurate and therefore require further analysis [6,7].  One of 
the aims of this project is to investigate a novel specimen geometry that allows for stable 
test c onditions, e specially in b rittle materials. The in terest lie s in  c ontributing to  th e 
standardisation of such specimen geometry, i .e., the double torsion geometry (discussed 
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1.2.2 DECREASING AND CONSTANT STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR SPECIMEN 
The f irst s pecimen geometry t o b e i nvestigated i s t he geometry t hat i s cap able o f 
producing decreasing SIF. This means that, as the SIF decreases, stable crack growth may 
be achieved, and hence the fatigue threshold SIF value (where crack can or cannot grow) 
may be determined. This is particularly important for fatigue threshold investigations. 
 
The second proposed geometry investigated is a constant stress intensity factor specimen. 
The Double Torsion (DT) specimen has been utilised for brittle materials, and it a llows 
for a  c onstant SIF ( i.e. independent of  c rack l ength). T his r esults i n slow, s table an d 
controlled crack propagation, and hence the fracture toughness value can be determined. 
The fracture toughness value can also be determined using other geometries, e.g. chevron 
notch, CT [1].  However, we cannot observe the fracture mechanisms.  
 
1.3 Computational Modelling 
Numerical methods provide a useful and cost-effective way to design and assess fracture 
mechanics specimens for easy experimental work and to assist in the fatigue design and 
characterization of c omponents a nd s tructures. Numerical an alysis c an b e u sed t o 
overcome the cost and the amount of time spent on experimental work. 
 
In this project, the Finite Element modelling that was undertaken in this work utilised the 
commercial package Abaqus/STANDARD version 6.10 [10].  
 
There are d ifferent ways t o v erify t he models. S ince t he C T s pecimen h as b een 
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CT s pecimen w as modeled first, and t hen i t was c ompared t o t he a nalytical s olutions. 
Once the model had been verified, it was then applied to the other geometries. 
 
On the other hand, the DT model solution convergence was obtained with the use of the 
contour integral convergence method using elements surrounding the crack tip [10]. Once 
the convergent solution is obtained, it may then be used to find the solutions. In addition, 
the analysis was performed on the DT models where the analytical 𝐾𝐼𝐶  value was used as 
the reference to calculate the SIF accurately. 
 
1.4 Aims of the project 
 
The aims of this project can be split into two sections, namely to investigate a s pecimen 
geometry that allows for a decreasing SIF (allowing for fatigue threshold investigations), 
and a s pecimen that al lows for a co nstant (crack-length independent) SIF (allowing for 
brittle m aterial in vestigations).  T he f ormer obj ective a ims t o de velop a  m odified 
compact tension specimen geometry that allows for a decreasing SIF, to facilitate fatigue 
threshold i nvestigations. This i nvestigation i s unde rtaken us ing the c onventional f inite 
element method (FEM) and extended finite element method (XFEM). The FEM method 
was a pplied i n or der t o model decreasing S IF, and t he X FEM w as applied i n or der t o 
obtain the fatigue point where no crack propagation is observed, based on certain loading 
conditions. 
 
Both methods facilitate the investigation and the design of fracture mechanics specimen 
in w hich t here i s a  decreasing stress in tensity (with c rack l ength) that f acilitates 
determination of the threshold value simply at constant applied cyclic amplitude, and the 
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The latter aims to assess the constant s tress intensity factor regime of the DT specimen 
and follows on t he recommendations m ade by Becker et al . [ 6].   The investigation is  
undertaken us ing the c onventional f inite element m ethod (FEM). The D T g eometry is 
investigated using t he conventional Finite E lement Methodology in o rder t o obt ain a n 
optimum specimen geometry that can be utilised in fatigue threshold and other fracture- 
mechanics-related investigations 
 
1.5 Format of the Thesis 
 
A more theoretical background review of fracture mechanics and a l iterature review of 
both t he compact t ension a nd t he doubl e t orsion s pecimen are pr esented in C hapter 2.  
This ch apter includes a n i ntroduction i nto finite e lement m ethod. Furthermore, t he 
literature review of the fracture mechanics approach is provided. 
 
Chapter 3 gives a  de scription of  the specimens utilised in  th is p roject - the C ompact 
Tension specimen and the Double Torsion specimen. Also, the decreasing SIF specimen 
is introduced in this chapter.  
 
Chapter 4 describes th e m ethod u tilised f or th e modelling process. More d etails o f 
Abaqus implementations are given in more detail in Appendix A (Compact Tension and 
Decreasing Tapered Double Cantilever Beam) and Appendix B (Double Torsion). This is 
followed by results and discussion on both geometries in Chapter 5.  
 
Chapter 6 pr ovides m ore di scussion of  t he r esults. Chapter 7 concludes t he t hesis a nd 










This chapter ai ms at providing a  br ief ba ckground and overview of  f racture mechanics 
methodology that i s r elevant t o this pr oject. H aving t hese i n mind, i t i s a ppropriate t o 
divide the chapter into three sections. The first section provides the Fracture Mechanics 
overview i n de tail. T his i s f ollowed b y t he s econd s ection w here t he ba ckground 
description of the specimens that form the main aim of this work is provided. Finally, the 
Finite Element modelling approach theory description is provided as the third section. 
It is worth noting that the sections that we discuss will only be those that are relevant to 
this project. For further reading, the reader is directed to the literature and the references 
that are provided in this work.  
 
2.1 Fracture Mechanics Methodology 
 
The study of Fracture Mechanics (FM) is of fundamental importance in the study of the 
mechanics behind th e crack p ropagation. Structural in tegrity a ssessment, m aterial a nd 
structural failures, as well as the fatigue life predictions are only but a few areas in which 
fracture m echanics p lays a m ajor r ole in the s tudy of  t he propagation of  c racks. An  
example of the cause of crack propagation i s the cyclic, repeated loading of  a  s tructure 
[12,1]. Such l oading i s referred t o as f atigue crack p ropagation, which is di scussed i n 
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Constant l oading i s a nother c ause of crack p ropagation in a m aterial [1]. W e f ocus 
attention on crack p ropagation t hat i s cau sed b y t he c onstant l oading c onditions, 
especially in the energy balance approach section (2.1.3).  
 
2.1.1 LINEAR ELASTIC FRACTURE MECHANICS (LEFM) 
 
Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) is the basic theory of fracture mechanics that 
assumes that the crack tip experiences no plasticity during the opening of the crack, and 
that the force-displacement relationship is  linear. Thus, the material with relatively low 
plasticity can be analyzed using the theory behind LEFM. Some of the few assumptions 
during the application of this theory are: 
The material is linear elastic, except at the crack tip region where inelastic behaviour has 
been observed [1,13], and i sotropic (same properties everywhere in the material). Most 
geometries a re a nalyzed us ing pl ane s train a ssumption. T his a ssumption m ust be  








        (2.1) 
 
where B is t he geometry t hickness, 𝑎 is th e f law s ize o f th e g eometry in  q uestion, W 
represents the width of  t he geometry, 𝐾𝐼𝐶 is t he f racture t oughness and 𝜎𝑦 is the yield 
stress in the geometry.  
 
LEFM assists in s tudying FM parameters which he lp us  answer the structural in tegrity 
question. For example, we can determine why s tructures fail using the FM parameters. 
Two of the useful and most studied parameters in FM are fatigue threshold and fracture 
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which contain cracks. One of this project’s interests is in the understanding of the fracture 
toughness parameter. 
 
The L EFM m ethod is ba sed on ei ther energy calculations o r s tress i ntensity f actor 
calculations. Both methods are related and provide identical results when applied in FM. 
Before we look at the two methods, i t is important that we understand the basic LEFM 
characteristics; to name the few, the triangle of integrity and the fracture toughness. 
 
2.1.2 TRIANGLE OF INTEGRITY APPROACH 
 
Fracture mechanics can be p ractically ap plied i n m ost s ituations w here a ny t wo o f t he 
three properties of remote stress applied to the system 𝜎, i.e. flaw size or crack length 𝑎 
and fracture t oughness (𝐾𝐼𝐶, C OD, 𝑗), (known a s t riangle of  i ntegrity), F ig. (2.1), ar e 
known. If an y t wo o f t he t hree a re known, t he t hird can  b e calculated us ing Equation 
(2.2) 
 
𝐾 = 𝑌𝜎√𝜋𝑎          (2.2) 
 
where 𝑌 is the dimensionless parameter depending on the specimen and crack geometry 
and K  is the stress intensity factor.  
 
Under cyclic, repeated loading, stress intensity factor is expressed as 𝐾 =  ∆𝐾 =  𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥 −
 𝐾𝑚𝑖𝑛. If ∆𝐾 ≥  𝐾𝐼𝐶 , fast fracture occurs. The stress intensity factor, K, is the measure of 
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Figure 2.1. T he t riangle of  i ntegrity, de noting a r elationship be tween flaw size (𝑎), 
applied s tress (𝜎) an d t he S IF (𝐾). N ote th at th e Stress I ntensity Factor 
provides us with the fracture toughness. 
2.1.3 FRACTURE TOUGHNESS 
The s tress f ield n ear t he cr ack t ip i s calculated using t he t heory of elasticity, which i s 
discussed in detail in the work of [14]. This theory focuses on stress intensity factor 𝐾, 
which describes the magnitude of the elastic crack tip stress field.  
On t he ot her ha nd, f racture to ughness, b y d efinition, is  th e r esistance o f m aterial to  
undergoing failure. Under co nditions o f lim ited c rack tip  p lasticity, th e p arameter 
governing the tensile fracture, called mode I, in Fig. (2.4), is related to the critical stress 
intensity, either 𝐾𝐶 (plane stress conditions) or 𝐾𝐼𝐶 (plane strain conditions).  
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The c ritical s tress in tensity is  th e material-dependent f actor 𝐾𝐼𝐶 =  𝐾𝐼𝐶(material). The 
stress intensity factor 𝐾 should not exceed 𝐾𝐼𝐶, the critical stress intensity, i.e. 𝐾 <  𝐾𝐼𝐶,. 
If i t doe s oc cur, then f ailure w ill oc cur. 𝐾𝐼𝐶 can b e considered a  material pr operty 
characterizing t he crack r esistance, an d i t i s t herefore c alled t he plane strain f racture 
toughness.  Thus, t he s ame v alue of  𝐾𝐼𝐶 should be  f ound b y t esting s pecimens of  t he 
same m aterial with different g eometries an d with c ritical c ombinations o f c rack s ize, 
shape an d f racture s tress. The knowledge of  𝐾𝐼𝐶  obtained unde r ASTM standard 
conditions [11] can be used to predict failure for different combinations of stress and flaw 
size and for different geometries. 
 
The 𝐾𝐼𝐶 value can be obtained at the crack tip from the stress parameters shown in Fig. 
(2.2).  At the crack tip, the stress field can be expressed as a product of 1
√𝑟
 and a function 
of 𝜃 with a scaling factor 
lim𝑟→0 σ =  
𝐾𝐼
√2𝜋𝑟
 𝑓(𝜃)        (2.3) 
where 𝑓 is a  function of polar coordinate which can analytically be defined, 𝜎 stress at 
the crack tip, 𝐾 𝐼is the mode I SIF and 𝜃 is the angle created by the radius 𝑟 at the crack 
tip.  
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There are t wo approaches t hat ar e u sed t o evaluate t he 𝐾𝐼𝐶 value at  t he cr ack t ip - the 
energy balance approach a nd t he s tress i ntensity f actor a pproach. B oth a pproaches 
approximate stresses by the stress intensity factor values. These values are then used to 
obtain the required 𝐾𝐼𝐶  value. 
 
2.1.4 THE ENERGY BALANCE APPROACH 
 
The energy balance approach was proposed by Griffith in the early 1920s [15]. The basic 
idea behind the energy balance approach l ies in the gaining and losing of  energy by an 
object or species that is subjected to loadings. Griffith proposed that the crack extension 
𝑈𝑝causes the loss in potential energy during cracking of the material, and this is opposed 
by the increase in surface energy owing to the increase in surface area 𝑈𝛾. I t should be 
noted th at th is a pproach is  o nly a pplicable to  b rittle m aterials, and i t a lso doe s not  
account for the stored energy in the system [1]. Nonetheless, the Griffith approach can be 
followed as one of the basic approaches in FM. The method formulation is as follows: 
Consider an infinite plate of unit thickness containing a through-thickness crack of length 
2𝑎 and that is subjected to a boundary stress 𝜎 applied at infinity, see Fig. (2.3). The total 
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Figure 2.3. An infinite plate containing a center crack of length 2𝑎. 
𝑈 =  𝑈0 + 𝑈𝑎 +  𝑈𝛾 − 𝐹 (2.4) 
where, 
𝑈0 =  ∫
𝜎2
2𝐸𝐴
= constant is the elastic energy, where A is the surface area of concern and E 
is the young modulus. 
𝑈𝑎 =  ±𝜋
𝜎2𝑎2
𝐸
 is the elastic strain energy release caused by the introduction of a crack in 
the plate and the relaxation of the material above and below the crack, 
𝑈𝛾 = 2(2𝑎𝛾𝑒) is the elastic surface energy, 𝛾𝑒 is the elastic strain work, and 
F is the work done by the external forces.  
When the fixed grip or constant displacement load is applied, there are no external forces 
acting, and the change in elastic energy is negative. Therefore, the total energy U of the 
crack plate is:  
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𝑈 =  𝑈0 + 𝑈𝑎 +  𝑈𝛾 =  ∫
𝜎2
2𝐸𝐴
−  𝜋 𝜎
2𝑎2
𝐸
+  4𝑎𝛾𝑒     (2.5) 
 
If w e c onsider a c rack at e quilibrium, i .e. 𝑑𝑈
𝑑𝑎
= 0, t hen 𝑑𝑈0
𝑑𝑎








+  4𝑎𝛾𝑒� = 0        (2.6) 
 
which can be simplified easily to 
 
𝜎√𝑎 =  2𝐸𝛾𝑒𝜋
1
2.          (2.7) 
 
The G riffith r esults o nly account for b rittle material, since n o p lasticity ap pears in 
Equation (7). For interest, what happens if we take into account the plasticity occurring 
during loading? This question was answered by Irwin, who presented a modification to 
the Griffith theory in 1948. 
 
If the resulting equation is rearranged such that we have 𝜋𝜎
2𝑎
𝐸
= 2𝛾𝑒, the left-hand side of 
this equation is called the energy release rate, G, and it represents the elastic energy per 
unit crack surface of the plate. The right-hand side represents the elastic crack surface of 
crack surfaces for plane stress and plane strain. This is the energy for incremental crack 
resistance [1,15]. 
 
The modification by Irwin suggested that the Griffith theory for ideally brittle materials 
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This m odification w as a r ealization by Irwin t hat a m aterial's r esistance t o cr ack 




= 2(𝛾𝑒 +  𝛾𝑝)         (8) 
 
The l eft-hand s ide of  equation (8), as signed t o G , i s related t o t he SIF as 𝐺 =  �𝐽𝐾, 
where J is the J-integral, which will be discussed shortly in Section (2.1.7) 
 
2.1.5 STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR (SIF) APPROACH 
 
The study of fracture mechanics helps engineers to understand how mechanical systems 
behave, and eventually fail, owing to the initiation and progression of cracks. One of the 
parameters that they use to understand c rack growth i s the s tress intensity f actor, K, i n 
FM.  It was developed in 1950's by Irwin. He showed that the stress at the crack tip can 
be represented as: 
 
𝜎𝑖𝑗 =  
1
√2𝜋𝑟
�𝐾𝐼𝑓𝐼𝑖𝑗(𝜃) +  𝐾𝐼𝐼𝑓
𝐼𝐼
𝑖𝑗(𝜃) +  𝐾𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑓
𝐼𝐼𝐼
𝑖𝑗(𝜃)�    (2.9) 
 
where 𝑓𝑖𝑗 is the geometric factor and r, 𝜃 are the cylindrical polar coordinates defining 
the pos ition of  a n element a head of t he c rack t ip. K is a  constant known a s t he s tress 
intensity f actor w hich gives th e magnitude o f t he e lastic s tress f ield, and 𝐾𝐼, 𝐾𝐼𝐼 and 
𝐾𝐼𝐼𝐼 denote t he modes of  c rack surface di splacements depicted i n Fig. (2.4). From now  
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Figure 2.4. Modes of  crack opening denoting loads represented b y arrows. I, II and III 
represents modes I, mode II and mode III. 
 
SIF also shows how s tresses i n t he r egion near t he t ip of  t he c rack a re affected b y t he 
applied load and the crack geometry for different modes of loading. This relationship was 
discussed ear lier, and i t i s r epresented i n Equation (2.2). M ode I i s t he opening mode 
where crack surfaces move directly apart, Mode II is in-plane sliding of cracks, and Mode 
III i s out-of-plane s liding of  cracks. Most of  the FM work has been devoted to Mode I 
owing to its simplicity. We are going to follow the same approach in this work. 
 
2.1.6 DETERMINATION OF 𝑲𝑰 - ANALYTICAL APPROACH 
 
When the geometry is simple, analytical methods can be used to determine the SIF. For 
complex dom ains, ot her a pproaches, such a s num erical m ethods or  e xperimental 
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In the case of an analytical approach, we present in detail the derivation of  the Mode I  
stress f ield e quations, or iginally d eveloped b y Westergaard [ 1]. T he f ollowing pa ges 
follow this canonical derivation closely.  
 
Since the SIF K describes the magnitude of the elastic crack tip stress field, we can derive 
SIF using stresses 𝜎𝑥, 𝜎𝑦 and 𝜏𝑥𝑦 by  using the equilibrium equations of stress: 
 
𝜎𝑥 =  
𝜕2𝜑
𝜕𝑦2
          (2.10) 
𝜎𝑦 =  
𝜕2𝜑
𝜕𝑥2
          (2.11) 
𝜏𝑥𝑦 =  
𝜕2𝜑
𝜕𝑥𝜕𝑦
          (2.12) 
 
where 𝜑(𝑥,𝑦) is t he f unction t hat f ulfils t he e quilibrium e quations of  s tresses. For t he 
compatibility equation o f s trains, we can  d erive t he f ourth o rder p artial d ifferential 
equation called the bi-harmonic equation: 
 
∇4∅ =  ∇2[∇2∅] = 0         (2.13) 
 
where ∅ is any real function that depends on x and y variables. Functions that fulfil the 
bi-harmonic equations are called Airy stress functions. An infinite bi-axially loaded plate 
problem containing a crack, Fig. (2.3), can be solved using the complex s tress function 
introduced by Westergaard: 
 
∅ = 𝑅𝑒∅ � (𝑧) + 𝑦 𝐼𝑚∅�(𝑧)        (2.14) 
 
subject to the following boundary conditions: 
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𝜎 →  𝜎∞, as 𝑥 →  ±∞ 
𝜎𝑦  →  ∞,  i.e. it has singularities at 𝑥 =  ±𝑎 . 
where an alytical function ∅(z) i s t he f unction of  complex v ariables 𝑧(𝑥 + 𝑖𝑦), which 
satisfy the boundary conditions for the plate, and ∅� and ∅� are the first and second order 
integrals [16]. 
 
It has been proved that the real and imaginary parts of such an analytical function fulfil 
the bi-harmonic equation. Therefore, analytical functions similar to Equation (2.14) can 
be used as the stress function. 
 




=  𝜕(𝐼𝑚 𝑓(𝑧))
𝜕𝑦






=  −𝜕(𝐼𝑚 𝑓(𝑧))
𝜕𝑥
 .        (2.16) 
 
We can find expressions for s tresses 𝜎𝑥, 𝜎𝑦 and 𝜏𝑥𝑦 by taking derivatives of (2.14) and 
obtain: 
 
𝜎𝑥 = 𝑅𝑒 ∅(𝑧) − 𝑦 𝐼𝑚 ∅(𝑧)         
𝜎𝑦 = 𝑅𝑒 ∅(𝑧) + 𝑦 𝐼𝑚 ∅(𝑧)         
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where ∅′(𝑧) is the first order derivative. The function ∅(𝑧), which satisfies the boundary 
conditions, has been shown [1] to be: 




 . (2.18) 
If the origin is translated to the crack tip, taking 𝜂 =  𝑧 − 𝑎, the stress function becomes: 







For 𝜂 ≪ 𝑎, taking t he first or der a pproximation i n a  s eries e xpansion a nd us ing pol ar 
coordinates (𝑟,𝜃), we get: 











We ca n n ow t ake 𝑅𝑒 ∅(𝜂), 𝑅𝑒∅′(𝜂) and 𝐼𝑚∅′(𝜂) and s ubstitute in Equations ( 2.17) 
resulting in:  
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��.      (2.24) 
 
From these equations, we can see that, at 𝑟 =  0, the crack tip, all stresses tend to infinity 
and a re pr oducts of  t he geometrical pos ition 1
2𝜋𝑟
𝑓(𝜃) and a f actor 𝜎√𝜋𝑎, which 
determines the magnitude of the elastic stresses at the crack tip field. This factor is called 
the Mode I SIF,  
 
𝐾𝐼 =  𝜎√𝜋𝑎.          (2.25) 
 
 
This is Equation (2.2) and is repeated here for clarity purposes. It is worth noting that this 
SIF is only valid for infinite plate. The geometry for a finite-sized plate has an effect on 
crack tip stress field. Therefore, we can modify (2.25) by including a correction factor, 
 
𝐾𝐼 =  𝐶𝜎√𝜋𝑎.𝑓 �
𝑎
𝑊
�         (2.26) 
 
where 𝐶 and 𝑓 �𝑎
𝑊
� can be determined by stress analysis. Different geometries, SIF and 
geometric factors for different specimens have been obtained, (see work of [3,6]). 
 
2.1.7 DETERMINATION OF 𝑲𝑰 USING J-INTEGRAL METHOD 
 
Consider a homogeneous body of linear or non-linear elastic material free of body forces 
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𝐖 =  𝐖(x, y) =  𝐖(ϵ) = ∫ 𝝈𝜖0  dϵ       (2.27) 
 
where 𝜖 =  1
2
[∇𝒖 +  ∇𝒖𝑇].   
 
Now consider the 𝐽 integral defined by:  
 
𝐽 =  ∫ 𝑾𝑑𝑦 −  𝒕.
𝜕𝒖
𝜕𝑥𝛤
𝑑𝑥        (2.28) 
 
where 𝒕 =  𝒏.𝝈 is the traction vector, 𝒖 is the displacement vector and 𝒏 is the normal to 
the chosen region surrounding a crack, see Fig. (2.5). 
 
 
Figure 2.5. The integral is taken around the circle surrounding the crack tip. This region 
is denoted here as 𝞒 and the normal to this ring in denoted as 𝒏. 
 
The J-Integral can also be written in index notation: 
 
𝐽𝑖 =  lim𝜖 →0 ∫ �𝑊𝑛𝑖 −  𝑛𝑗𝜎𝑗𝑘
𝜕𝑢𝑘
𝜕𝑥𝑖
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where 𝐽𝑖  is the component of the 𝐽-integral for crack opening in the 𝑥𝑖 direction and 𝜖 is a 
small region around the crack tip. For isotropic, perfectly brittle, linear elastic materials, 
the 𝐽-integral can be directly related to the fracture toughness, which describes the ability 
of a  m aterial co ntaining a crack t o resist f racture. When r epresenting p urely elastic 
material, 𝐾𝐼 will be related to the 𝐽-integral as follows:  
𝐾𝐼 =  �𝐽𝐸′ (2.30) 
where 𝐾𝐼 is th e stress in tensity f actor, 𝐽 is th e 𝐽-integral a nd 𝐸′ =  𝐸 for p lane s tress 
cases, and 𝐸′ =  𝐸
1−𝑣2
 (𝑣 is the poisons ratio) for plane strain. 
It is worth noting at this point that Equations (2.28) and (2.30) were used to calculate the 
stress i ntensity f actors and t he A baqus finite e lement c ode w as us ed t o e valuate t he 
contour i ntegral us ing t he dom ain i ntegral method [ 18].  A baqus uses a n i nteraction 
integral to measure the share of each mode in the energy release rate it calculates through 
a d omain in tegral me thod, and the s tress in tensity f actors can b e co mputed using t he 
following equation: 






where 𝐺 =  𝐸
2(1+𝑣)
 is the shear modulus and  
𝜅 =  �
3−𝑣
1+𝑣
           for plane stress
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Abaqus produces SIF using the ring of contours surrounding a crack tip. The convergent 
value of any set of contours was taken to be the stress intensity value for that particular 
crack length. If, for example, the contours do not converge, an average value of contours 
can be taken and plotted against crack length. This is found to be valid, since the contour 
along the crack tip converges to the same value as we move further away from the crack 
tip. The way the SIF is evaluated in Abaqus will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5. 
 
2.1.8 FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH AND THE FATIGUE THRESHOLD 
 
In the design of many engineering components subjected to cyclic or repetitive loading, 
fatigue is an ever-present challenge. Fatigue is a permanent structural change that occurs 
in a material subjected to repeated loading at stresses that have maximum values less than 
the static yield of the material.  
 
In industry, the engineer often endeavours to design the structural or component system 
in such a way that the cyclic stresses are below a particular fatigue limit, or, in fracture 
mechanics t erms, at  s tress l evels b elow fatigue threshold. I n t he P aris f ormulation of  
fatigue, t hreshold ∆𝐾𝑡ℎ, m ay b e r egarded as t hat v alue o f cyclic s tress i ntensity b elow 
which fatigue crack growth does not occur. It is also regarded as a function of material, 
the test conditions and the environment. 
 
For a p articular material an d en vironment, this t hreshold va lue, ∆𝐾𝑡ℎ, is d etermined 
experimentally b y monitoring growth of  a  crack ( typically i n a  c ompact t ension ( CT) 
specimen) a nd continually r educing c yclic s tress le vels u ntil th e th reshold c ondition is  
reached [19, 20]. 
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∆𝐾 = 𝑌∆𝜎√𝜋𝑎         (33) 
 
where t he s tress a mplitude, 𝜎 =  ∆𝜎 =  𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 −  𝜎𝑚𝑖𝑛 and t he S IF, 𝐾 =  ∆𝐾 =  𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥 −
 𝐾𝑚𝑖𝑛. The dimensionless correction factor, 𝑌, is introduced in the two equations and also 
in Equation (33) in order to characterize the geometry: 
 
𝑌 = 𝑓 �𝑎
𝑊











 .    (2.34) 
 
In this case, 𝑊 is the width of the specimen or, more precisely, the width of the compact 
tension specimen. 
 
Using the concept of stress intensity range, the life of a fatigue crack can be plotted on a 
graph of crack growth rate 𝑑𝑎
𝑑𝑁
  vs. ∆𝐾, the stress intensity range. 
 
The life of an average crack is divided into three regions, which, for clarity purposes, will 
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Figure 2.6. The Paris curve showing 3 di fferent regions of the fatigue crack growth rate 
curve [1]. 
 
Our focus is in the first region, where the threshold value can be obtained. The threshold 
SIF, 𝐾𝑡ℎ, may also be related to the level at which the crack will stop or continue growing 
subject to the load stress.  Below ∇𝐾𝑡ℎ, the crack will stop growing, and, above threshold, 
the crack will continue growing. This is why it is important to know the threshold value 
for a p articular material. There have be en a  number of  methods proposed to de termine 
this v alue. H owever, t hey are t ime-consuming a nd ha ve l imitations on t he l oading 
conditions. 
 
Paris-Erdogan l aw r elates t he s tress i ntensity f actor r ange t o s ub-critical cr ack growth 
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where 𝑑𝑎 is the length which changes from the initial crack length to the critical crack 
length w hen f racture o ccurs, 𝑑𝑎 =  𝑎𝑐 −  𝑎𝑖, (where 𝑎𝑐 is t he cr itical cr ack l ength and 
𝑎𝑖 is the initial crack length.), 𝑁 is the number of load cycles, 𝐶 and 𝑚 are the material 
constants, and ∆𝐾 is the range of the stress intensity factor.  
This equation is of fundamental importance in a sense that fatigue life prediction can be 





= 𝐶 ∆𝐾𝑚 = 𝐶(∆𝜎𝑌√𝜋𝑎)𝑚       (2.36) 
 
which, when we integrate both sides, between initial flaw size to the final flaw size, we 
get: 
 








 .       (2.37) 
 
Hence, fatigue life prediction can be known. In most engineering applications, there are 
different f actors affecting t he s tructures. If more d ependent v ariables a re t aken i nto 
account, t his equation can pr ove t o b e di fficult to i ntegrate s ince t he geometric f actor 
depends on 𝑎, the crack length; hence we can rely on numerical methods for the solution 
process. 
 
2.1.8.1 Methods of Determining fatigue life 
 
There are d ifferent m ethods w ith different i ssues i nvolved w hen de termining t he S IF 
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described, but the main focus will be on the computational part which forms part of this 
project. 
 
2.1.8.1.1 Analytical Methods 
 
 As m entioned above i n t he pr evious s ection, the fatigue l ife p rediction eq uation can  
prove difficult to apply, especially to industrial problems. However, a number of theories 
and engineering laws have been proposed to overcome the difficulties. 
 
The simplest and one of the first methods used was the Palmgren-Minor rule, which is the 
most simple assumption to determine the fatigue lifetime under variable amplitude cyclic 
loading. It was first proposed by Palmgren (1924) and Minor (1945). This rule restricts 
the body to only tolerate a certain amount of damage, 𝐷. If the body experiences 𝐷𝑖  (𝑖 =





𝑖=1 = 1          (2.38) 
 
where 𝐷𝑖/𝐷 is the fractional damage from the source. In FM terms, this rule relates data 
for 𝑑𝑎
𝑑𝑁
 vs. ∆𝐾 via the Palmgren-Minor linear rule. This is similar to the discussion that we 
had e arlier on f atigue l ife pr ediction. I t i gnores t he e ffects of  l oading conditions, and 
hence the accuracy of the resulting fatigue life prediction is generally poor. 
 
Elber (1971), introduced the plot of  crack c losure against e ffective SIF, 𝐾𝑒𝑓𝑓, which i s 
the difference between the maximum SIF, 𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥, and SIF below which the crack remains 
closed,  𝐾𝑜𝑝, t he effect o f l oading sequence and s tress ratio d isappear. Based on these, 
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1995), the D ugdale-Barenblatt s trip yield model was pr oposed, w here 𝐾𝑒𝑓𝑓 was 
calculated analytically with the use of the stress level required to counteract the resistance 











∆𝐾𝑚   (2.39) 
 





Ewald and Wanhill [1] also reported the o ther value to  assist with life prediction to be  
calculated using fracture threshold value ∆𝐾𝑡ℎ = 𝐸 𝜖𝑓�2𝜋𝜌.  In this case, E is the young 
modulus, 𝜖𝑓 is the fracture strain, and 𝜌 represents the radius calculated experimentally to 
be equal to the fracture strain. 
 
2.1.8.1.2 Experimental Methods 
 
Frost and Dugdale [21] developed the early studies on fatigue threshold. They observed 
that, with non-propagating cracks, cracks developed at the notches. They also developed 
a relationship between the crack length and the stresses necessary for crack growth.  
 
The s igmoidal s hape of  a c rack growth r ation da /dn da ta ha s be en r ecorded, a s s hown 
previously in Fig. (2.6), to be in a region of 10−10m/cycles for most materials. Paris et al. 
were the first to determine the threshold value, ∆𝐾𝑡ℎ,, at crack growth rates of the order 
of 2.5 × 10−11m/cycles. This was obtained from situations where existing material flaws 
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were s mall an d l ightly stressed b ut s ubjected t o a l arge n umber o f c ycles o ver their 
lifetime. It was then of interest to study slow fatigue crack growth where a compact test 
specimen was used. Pearson [22] was the first to document that cracks could grow at SIF 
levels below t he threshold l evel. To de termine the va lid t hreshold va lues for a  specific 
material, it is necessary to reduce gradually the applied SIF range. 
In applications w here i nitial d efects ar e l arge, for example i n w elded ci vil en gineering 
structures, the fatigue cracks are also large and, therefore, small cracks are not of much 
importance.  
2.1.8.1.3 Computational Methods 
Finite element methods and di rect nu merical s imulations have b een used to i nvestigate 
fatigue life. The main focus here is in the Finite element method, and it will be discussed 
in detail in section (2.3).  
2.2 Fracture Mechanics Specimens 
In this project, we looked at the two fracture mechanics properties. The first property that 
we i nvestigated w as t he f atigue t hreshold, which w as t hen f ollowed b y t he s econd 
property, t he f racture t oughness. T hese pr operties ha ve t heir ow n di fferent fracture 
mechanics specimens that we focus on. The former is the Compact Tension specimen that 
leads to develop the specimen (produce decreasing SIF) that i s part of  the focus of this 
project. The latter is the Double torsion specimen, which was also investigated, and our 
aim was to contribute to DT standardization in literature. 
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2.2.1 SPECIMEN USED FOR FATIGUE THRESHOLD 
 
One of  t he s tandard s pecimens t hat i s no rmally us ed i n FM l aboratory te sting is  th e 
Compact Tension (CT) specimen, Fig. (2.7). CT has been used by many researchers in 
the l aboratory, and bot h a nalytic a nd num erical s tudies ha ve be en doc umented 
[7,23,24,25,26]. It is well known for its easy SIF evaluation for any crack length 𝑎 where 
the ratio 𝑎/𝑊 may be obtained, the corresponding value of 𝑌 which gives the geometry 
parameter, br eadth 𝐵 and l oad a pplied m ay be  u sed t o obt ain t he va lue of  𝐾𝐼. In a  
standard fatigue test, the SIF are determined by: 
 
∆𝐾 =  ∆𝑃.𝑌
𝐵√𝑊
          (2.40) 
 
where ∆𝑃 is t he a pplied l oad, 𝐵 is th e s pecimen’s b readth, and 𝑊 is t he w idth of  t he 
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Figure 2.7. C ompact Tension s pecimen s howing geometry di mensions f or t he s tandard 
geometry model [11]. 
The CT specimen contains two open loading holes and a pre-included crack in between 
the holes. The force is applied through the two holes in opposite directions and adjusted 
until the crack starts to grow perpendicularly to the applied stress or loads, and the stress 
at the crack tip is then recorded. It is important to maintain a slow-growing crack in order 
to allow valid measurement of results to be recorded carefully and accurately. 
This cannot be achieved if the crack grows faster. One of the reasons that contributes to 
fast c rack growth is  th e ma terial u sed, e ither brittle o r d uctile material. For b rittle 
material, h igh/rapid cr ack growth i s reached an d t he material may reach t he p oint o f 
failure before al l FM properties are recorded. The p lastic behaviour on ductile material 
may help to reduce the rapid crack growth, which in turn is overcome by the high forces 
owing to the t esting setup resulting in an uns table crack growth. It i s for these r easons 
that different tests are required for different materials. These are illustrated in Fig. (2.8). 
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Figure 2.8. S chematic representation of  di fferent S IF curves obt ained f or di fferent 
materials. T he f ocus o f this pr oject is on t he co nstant an d d ecreasing S IF 
curves. 
The two increasing curves represent the ductile material, where the crack grows fast, and 
the b rittle material, which produces increasing S IF with cr ack l ength. Fast, rapid cr ack 
growth may be experienced in highly brittle material owing to no plasticity being present 
in the material. Ductile material may reduce the fast crack growth; however, owing to the 
specimen s etup, f ast cr ack growth m ay b e ex perienced. When t hese materials ar e u sed 
during fatigue testing and the geometric dimensions and applied loads are applied, it is  
possible to obtain FM properties, and sometimes the results may be inaccurate.  
Recent improvements have b een made t o o vercome t he CT g eometry F M property 
measures. One of the geometries that have been proposed can be  found in the work o f 
Rosie et al . [7], where the breadth of the CT geometry was proposed to be left constant 
and t he f ocus w as given t o t he he ight. T hey pr oposed t hat t he CT g eometry m ight be 
adjusted along the region where the crack grows, and this might help to reduce stresses 
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and hence p roduce d ecreasing SIF w ith c rack l ength. Once the g eometry h ad been 
standardized, it would have a huge impact on the FM literature, since it would provide us 
with the new specimen which allows for the determination of the fatigue threshold value. 
It would help us  to f ind the point of  arrest in the material and hence find the threshold 
(discussed in more detail in Chapter 3). 
 
2.2.2 SPECIMEN USED FOR FRACTURE TOUGHNESS  
 
The D ouble T orsion ( DT) geometry is  a  te st s pecimen c onfiguration t hat f acilitates 
fracture investigations in  h ighly b rittle materials and is  well known to p roduce a s tress 
intensity f actor t hat i s i ndependent of  c rack l ength. T his f eature allows f or t he 
propagation of  r elatively long c racks i n a hi ghly c ontrolled manner i n e xceptionally 
brittle materials. 
 
A typical geometry consists of four point loads and the support at the far end. The crack 
propagates between the loads to the direction of the fixed end, see Fig. (2.9). 
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To date, however, the DT geometry is yet to be standardised and many questions remain 
regarding opt imal s pecimen di mension, l oad poi nt de flections, a nd out -of-plane 
deformations. This project aims to investigate the DT geometry using the Finite Element 
Methodology [29] in order to obtain an optimum specimen geometry that can be utilised 
in fracture t oughness and o ther fracture-mechanics-related i nvestigations. More d etails, 
theory and modelling of DT geometry can be found in Chapter 5. 
2.3 Finite Element Method 
Numerical methods have been successfully used to s tudy SIF and for modelling in FM  
over t he years [ 30-38]. O ne of  t he methods mainly us ed for modelling is th e f inite 
element method ( FEM). The ba sic i dea be hind FEM is t o d iscretize th e d omain in to 
elements i n w hich o ne e lement can b e an alysed at a t ime. The el ements can ei ther be 
bricks o r t riangles [30]. In t his project, we look at the two f inite e lement methods that 
have been used, the conventional finite element method and the extended finite element 
method, to analyse the fracture behaviour of the Compact Tension (CT) specimen and the 
decreasing tapered double cantilever beam (DTDCB). The DT specimen will be analysed 
using only the conventional finite element method.  
The FEM method can be briefly summarised as follows:  
 Begin by setting out the strong form, which is the equilibrium equation that describes the 
physical model of t he bo dy. This is  followed b y the w eak f orm, which is  the r educed 
higher derivative of a strong form after integration. The solution can then be easily found 
by solving the final matrix equation. During the solution process of the weak form, it is 
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required to find the space functions, 𝒖, which will be used as solution approximations of 
the equations. These space functions are approximated using conversional FEM and the 
extended FEM in this project. 
 
2.3.1 CONVENTIONAL FINITE ELEMENT METHOD (CFEM) 
 
The basic idea in the CFEM method is to capture the singularity in the crack front region. 
The introduction of the stress tip singularity was performed earlier by Tracey [30].  T he 
generalized stress tip singularity can be expressed as 𝑟−𝑝, where  𝑟 is the radial distance 
from node 1,8,7 (from Fig. (2.12)), triangular element.  
 
 
Figure 2.10: Collapsed 8-node element. Nodes 1, 7 and 8 are combined to a single node, 
while nodes 2 and 6 are shifted closer to the combined node. 
 
The elements that can model such singularity are the cubic (3D) elements called wedges. 
These elements were applied to the DT specimen since its crack length is inclined. It is 
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specimen, as the crack is perpendicular to the horizontal and the mesh does not introduce 




2.3.2 EXTENDED FINITE ELEMENT METHOD (XFEM) 
 
The E xtended Finite E lement M ethod ( XFEM) ha s be en us ed f or a lmost a  de cade, 
heading ba ck t o i ts beginning w hen i t w as first implemented b y B elytchko and B lack 
[35]. T hey modeled a crack u sing X FEM. T he b asic i dea o f X FEM i s t o model the 
discontinuities based on the partition unity method [31,32,33] and that the crack does not 
have to conform/be in-line with the mesh generated [34]. 
 
The X FEM i s basically a method o f modelling discontinuities in  geometries. X FEM is  
used to model crack initiation and propagation along an arbitrary domain, without a need 
to re-mesh the model [10]. This is the most crucial aspect of applying the finite element 
model. XFEM is advantageous in the sense that it will determine the point at which the 
propagation has stopped growing. It differs from the previous method where the crack is 




The basic aspects of fracture mechanics have been summarised in this chapter. Without 
this ba sic unde rstanding, t he nu merical i mplementation, FEM w ould b e di fficult t o 
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was t hen followed b y t he f racture mechanics specimens relevant to  th is thesis, and the 
modelling approach was also described. The basic background of the specimens provided 
here should be the basic background for the reader to understand the relationship between 
fracture mechanics an d the s pecimens u sed. In t he f ollowing ch apter, a s ummary of  













                                                                                                                                    
CHAPTER THREE 
THEORY OF EXPERIMENTAL STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR 
MEASURES 
This chapter a ims to describe how the aims of  t his project will be  reached. Firstly, the 
approach used to answer the decreasing SIF (to achieve fatigue threshold) i s described, 
where the basic specimen theory is given in detail. Secondly, the second aim is given in 
detail, which helps to achieve the second goal of using the DT specimen (allowing for 
brittle material investigation). 
 
To begin this section, it is important to state that the decreasing SIF specimen is based on 
the compact tension specimen. It is for this reason that this chapter will begin by looking 
at t he co mpact t ension s pecimen i n d etail, w here S IF are d erived, and th is w ill b e 
followed b y the decreasing SIF specimen (DTDCB). The DTDCB specimen derivation 
will also be given.  
 
The D ouble T orsion geometry w ill be  de scribed i n de tail. T his i ncludes t he r elevant 
literature review and the SIF derivation of the geometry. 
 
3.1 Compact Tension Specimen Theory 
 
The compact tension (CT) specimen has been successfully studied by many authors over 
the years; for example, numerically [39-42] and in the laboratory [26, 43]. Investigations 
have been in both the energy and SIF approach.  Prowoto et al. have recently successfully 
performed t wo-dimensional [ 44] and t hree-dimensional [ 39] modelling to c ompute the 
plastic z one i n f ront o f a  c rack i n t he C T s pecimen. T he model that t hey de veloped 
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focuses on t he e ffect of m icrostructural m orphology i n m ultiphase s teel i n t hree 
dimensions utilizing commercial software. This had a huge impact in the FM field, since 
it focused on t he m icroscopic p arts o f t he FM specimens. T his ha d not  be en possible 
before owing to computational limitations. Nonetheless, there are still many CT aspects 
that s till ne ed t o b e i nvestigated. For example, CT s pecimen i s und erstood t o pr oduce 
increasing SIFs. Decreasing SIF specimen that will produce the threshold fatigue values 
and is based on CT, is still needed. 
 
Rosie et al [7] investigated, experimentally, the influence of increasing the breadth of the 
CT s pecimen, as s hown i n Fig. ( 3.1). T he a im of de veloping s uch a s pecimen w as t o 
increase t he ar ea i n s uch a w ay t hat t he p art w here t he c rack grew would reduce t he 
stresses and hence the SIFs. This specimen proved to be problematic to implement, as it 
caused failure a t t he l oading holes owing to h igh s tresses t hat were concentrated when 
high loads were applied. This resulted in a need to investigate other geometries. 
 
In this work, we expand the work by Rosie et al. and investigate the increase in height of 
the specimen when the breadth is kept constant. The hypothesis behind this investigation 
is that the cross-sectional area, along the b readth, where the crack i s p ropagating, does 
not change, except in the direction that the force is applied. This area opposes the force, 
hence it reduces stresses along the crack propagation direction and SIFs will eventually 
decrease. 
 
Having this in mind, it is worth mentioning that the specimen parameter that we looked at 
during t he s pecimen de velopment i s t he he ight. We b egan w ith t he C T s pecimen an d 
increased the height from a  small di stance measured f rom the loading points. Then the 
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apply t he method to t he model and compare the results obtained with the lite rature for 
verification. As such, if the results were in agreement with the literature, then it would be 
assumed t hat t he m ethod was va lid a nd c ould be applied to e xtended models or 
geometries of the CT specimen. 
 
3.1.1 DERIVATION OF SIF USING CT SPECIMEN 
 
We saw in Chapter 2 that the SIF was related to the energy release rate 𝐺 according to the 
following relation: 
 
𝐺 =  𝐾𝐼
2
𝐸
       plane stress       (3.1) 
 
𝐺 =  𝐾𝐼
2
𝐸
(1 − 𝑣2)  plane strain       (3.2) 
 
where 𝑣 is the poison’s ratio and 𝐸 is the young modulus. We can follow the same energy 
approach as in Chapter 2, Section 2.1.4. The only difference is that, at this time, we were 
using the CT specimen shown in Fig. (2.7), Chapter 2. This analysis was given early on 
by Irwin [45], and the complete derivation can be found in [1]. 
 
In addition, the development of CT SIF was based on the following assumptions: 
• The direction of maximum principal stress is in the direction of applied 
load. Therefore, the crack is propagated in the direction perpendicular 
to the loads. 
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• The material is homogeneous.
• The strains are small (no large displacements).
• The crack profile remains constant.
• The displacements are small everywhere, so that their squares may be
neglected.
• The r upture oc curs i n a t ensile test at s tresses c orresponding wi th
maximum resultant pull [4].
If we consider the body in Fig. (2.7), loaded by force 𝑃, it has been shown [1] that the 
energy release rate is governed by the following equation: 
𝐺 =  𝑑
𝑑𝑎
(𝐹 −  𝑈𝑎) (3.3) 
where 𝐹 is the external force, a the crack length, and 𝑈𝑎 is the elastic strain energy. 
Or, when accounting for external work done by the force per unit length, i.e. 𝐹 = 𝑃𝑦 and 
the ch ange i n el astic s train en ergy release cau sed b y t he i ntroduction o f a cr ack i n t he 
body is given by 𝑃𝑦
2
 , we obtain: 















where 𝐵 is the specimen thickness which is introduced to account for specimen thickness, 
which is constant in this case, and y is the displacement at  the load. The inverse of the 
body’s stiffness is called the compliance, C, which is the ratio of the load displacement 
and t he f orce a pplied t o t he bod y, 𝐶 = 𝑦
𝑃
.  If w e s ubstitute t he co mpliance r elation t o 
Equation (3.4) we get: 
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�        (3.5) 
 
and applying chain rule: 
 





.          (3.6) 
 
For constant 𝑃, we can relate the energy release rate to SIF as follows: 
 














 ,       (3.8) 
 
where 𝐸′ accounts f or t he plane stress (Equation 3.7) or plane strain (Equation 3.8). 
These equations provide a useful approach to the development of the new specimen that 
will r esult in  d ecreasing S IFs b y allowing certain p arameters o n th e le ft-hand s ide of 
Equation (3.8) to decrease. For example, we can keep all the parameters on the right-hand 
side co nstant ex cept d C/da, w hich w ill b e m ade t o d ecrease. This i s d iscussed i n t he 
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3.2 Development of Decreasing SIF specimen 
 
This specimen was developed using a Decreasing SIF Tapered Double Cantilever Beam 
(DTDCB) specimen which had been used in the literature before [1]. It is well known that 
if th e c rack le ngth is  v aried w ith th e h eight o f th e Tapered D ouble C antilever B eam 
(TDCB) specimen so that the relation between the two is kept constant, the resulting SIF 
will remain constant, according to the following equation: 
 
  







�          (3.9) 
 
where 𝑎 is the crack length, ℎ is the tapered height, and 𝐶 is a compliance constant. The 
SIF is related to 𝐶 according to the following equation (modification of Equation (3.8) to 
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is the constant term when 𝑎 and ℎ are varied, so that the term inside is constant and 𝐵𝑛 is 
the s ide grooves, while 𝐵 is us ed if no g rooves are present. Further de tails c an be  
obtained in the work of Deshayes et al. [46].  
 
The TDCB specimen can be extended to satisfy the goal of our project as follows:  
 
If t he he ight, ℎ, i s i ncreased t o a  poi nt w here  𝑑𝐶
𝑑𝑎
 is d ecreasing al ong i ncreasing cr ack 
length, i.e., the denominator increases at the power of three, then we expect this term to 
decrease as well. These results were used to develop the new decreasing tapered double 
cantilever beam (DTDCB) specimen. The first specimen dimension profile that was used 
by Rosie et al. [7] is shown in Fig. (3.1). This investigation was based on the case where 
𝐵 = 𝐵(𝑎) which failed at the loading holes, owing to high stresses needed to propagate 
the cr ack, s ee [ 7]. Hence, new s pecimen geometry ne eded t o be  pr oposed. H owever, 
Deshayes et al . [46] had already studied such a specimen. Therefore, in this project, the 
focus was to study such a specimen in more detail. 
 
In this case, using equation (3.9), the goal is to keep the compliance C constant. This is 
done by keeping the breadth constant, increasing the crack length and choosing height h 
which will always produce constant C. Then Fig. (3.2) was produced with the following 
dimensions:  
  
𝐿 =  215.9𝑚𝑚, 𝐵 =  24.2𝑚𝑚, total height ℎ = 152.4𝑚𝑚  and 𝜃 =  73.3°, 
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These dimensions were analysed and i t was found that they satisfy Equations (2.1) and 
(3.9). The pl otting of 𝑎 against ℎ, keeping 𝐶 constant, results in t he specimen in Fig. 
(3.2).  This i s done b y keeping 𝐶 constant and choosing a  crack length value f rom the 
loading hol e, s o t hat t he he ight h can b e obt ained. The r esulting, and m ost s uitable, 
geometry of  t he modified C T s pecimen is f ound a fter modelling different s pecimen 
configurations and will be presented in the results section, Chapter 6. The geometries will 
be modelled in Abaqus, similar to CT specimen, as described in detail in Appendix A. 
 
 
Figure 3.1. Increase in breath of the compact tension specimen. The breadth B depends 
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Figure 3.2. R esulting symmetric s pecimen geometry a fter C T s pecimen h as b een 
modified. The br eadth, 𝐵 =  8𝑚𝑚, i s k ept c onstant, while th e h eight is  
crack length dependent, ℎ =  ℎ(𝑎) and the units are in mm [46].  
 
3.3 Double Torsion Geometry 
The D ouble T orsion ( DT) geometry, Fig ( 2.9), is a test s pecimen co nfiguration t hat 
facilitates f racture in vestigations in  h ighly b rittle ma terials. The nov elty of  t he DT 
technique l ies i n t he pr operty o f a  c onstant S IF regime dur ing crack pr opagation [48], 
which i s c onsidered t o produce a  crack l ength independent geometry b y achieving a 
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used when testing highly brittle materials such as rocks [49], glass and ceramics [50] and 
nuclear graphite [51] for example. Furthermore, the technique is practical for s ituations 
where c rack length measurements are not  a lways possible (such as in high temperature 
test conditions) owing to the fact that the SIF is crack length independent and no c rack 
length measurements are required during testing [48].  
 
To da te, how ever, s everal que stions r emain r egarding t he t echnique. T he c rack l ength 
independent SIF is not completely undisputed within the fracture mechanics community, 
as deviations from the crack length independent SIF have been observed [52-56].  
 
The de velopment of  t he D T t echnique i s c redited t o t he w ork unde rtaken b y Outwater 
and Gerry (1969) [57], Kies and Clark (1969) [58] and William and Evans (1973)[59]. 
The load is applied in a four-point bend configuration at the one end (as shown in Fig. 
(2.9)), where t he c rack pr opagates t hrough t he c entre of  t he s pecimen. T he l oading 
configuration is such that each specimen half, separated by the crack, is loaded in torsion. 
It is assumed that the compliance of the specimen is linearly dependent on t he length of 
each t orsion ba r ( i.e. t he c rack l ength) a nd t hat t he unbr oken l igament r emains r igid 
during loading [28]. This assumption, however, has been found to have implications for 
the crack length independent SIF; the deformation of  the un-cracked l igament has been 
shown not  t o r emain r igid [ 28] and l arge de flections a t t he l oad po int r esult i n a  non -
linear torsional compliance (Leevers et al. [60]). 
 
 Several attempts have been formulated to model the geometry using the Finite Element 
(FE) method. Examples include Trantina et  al . [61], who investigated the DT geometry 
using a  t hree-dimensional f inite e lement model. A n a greement w as f ound be tween 
numerically and an alytically obtained S IF ov er t he m iddle o f t he s pecimen, 0.18 <
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𝑎/𝐿 < 0.78 (for a specimen g eometry 𝑊 =  3). T he w ork of  C iccotti e t a l. [62,63] 
formulated a series of correction factors for a range of specimen geometry configurations 
to correct the deviations to the analytical solution. 
Furthermore, Attia (2010) [48] performed a three-dimensional FE analysis, evaluating for 
the opt imum t hickness of t he D T geometry, a nd obs erved de viations b etween the FE 
model and experimental data. The deviations have been attributed to the curvilinear 
crack front, which is typically modelled as a straight crack front in the FE environment. 
These s tudies ha ve how ever not  i nvestigated an ove rall opt imum s pecimen geometry 
ratio that allows for a crack-length-independent geometry. Presented in this project is the 
optimisation of the DT geometry, which provides a crack-length-independent geometry.  
It i s the a im to contribute to the understanding o f the DT geometry and the use of  this 
novel test configuration. These were achieved by understanding the theory behind the DT 
geometry and modelled using FEM. 
3.3.1 SIF OF THE DOUBLE TORSION GEOMETRY 
In the DT method, the main assumptions of calculating the stress intensity factors (SIF) 
to determine the fracture toughness are: 
• The l oading i s a pplied independently t o e ach o f t he t wo ha lves o f t he specimen
inducing small torsional deformations.
• The un-cracked portion of the specimen remains rigid.
• Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) is assumed to be Mode I.
Based on t hese a ssumptions, i t i s pos sible t o a pply t he s olution of  no n-circular b ars 
torsion to the DT beam (Fig. (2.9)). 
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This project follows the theoretical approach where the DT specimen is used to study the 
SIF. If we consider a bar with polar moment of inertia Ip and shear modulus µ subjected 
to a torsion moment 𝑇 resulting in an angle of twist ɵ, the following relationship can be 
obtained:  
 




         (3.12) 
 
where y is deflection at the loads and 𝑎 is the crack length. 
 
The torsion moment 𝑇 is given by:  
 
 𝑇 =  𝑃
2
𝑊𝑚         (3.13) 
 
and the second moment of area for small twist angles is given by:  
 
 𝐼𝑝 =  
𝑊𝑑3
6
         (3.14) 
 
where Wm, the moment arm, is the distance between the two loads, 𝑝 is the load, 𝑊 is 
the width and 𝑑 is the thickness. The relating of these three equations l eads to a  linear 
compliance which is obtained by assuming that the unbroken ligament remains rigid and 
only the cracked ligaments deform under torsion [52] 
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where 𝑦 is the deflection caused b y load 𝑃, 𝑤𝑚   is t he moment a rm, 𝑑 is the specimen 
thickness, 𝑊 is the specimen width, and µ is the shear modulus. 
The s train en ergy release r ate 𝐺 is r elated t o t he d erivative o f co mpliance ( Mode I ), 
assuming t he crack e xtension a rea r emains c onstant dur ing crack pr opagation i .e., 
𝑑𝐴 =  𝑑 ∙ 𝑑𝑎. This leads to:  
 
𝐺 =  −�𝑑𝑈
𝑑𝐴





         (3.16) 
 
where, 𝑈 denotes the total s train energy release rate. According to Williams and Evans 
(1973) [59], t he r elationship be tween t he S IF ( Mode I) an d t he en ergy r elease r ate i s 
given by:  
 
𝐾𝐼 =  √𝐸𝐺 = 𝑃𝑊𝑚�
3(1+𝑣)
𝑊𝑑4𝛹(𝑑,𝑊)
       (3.17) 
 
where 𝛹 is a thickness correction factor given by: 
 
𝛹(𝜏) =  1 − 0.6302𝜏 + 1.20𝜏𝑒−
𝜋
𝜏        (3.18) 
 
and 𝜏(𝑑,𝑊)  =  2𝑑/𝑊 [48]. 
 
 
As a forementioned, t he crack f ront profile i n t he D T geometry i s c urvilinear. A c rack 
front i nclination i s a pproximated b y 𝑐 = 𝛥𝑎/𝑑, w here 𝛥𝑎 is t he c rack ex tension 
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note that the SIF (in Eq. 3.17) is independent of crack length. It is this feature that allows 
for stable crack propagation in brittle materials. 
 
3.4 J Integral 
The j  i ntegral t hat i s obt ained i n A baqus m ay b e us ed to a pproximate s tress in tensity 
which follows from equation (2.30). Abaqus uses elements surrounding the crack tip, or 
those that are specified by the user around the crack tip, to evaluate the contour integrals 
automatically. T he us er chooses t he nu mber of contours t o be  evaluated, and A baqus 
evaluates the next ring of elements based on t he previous ring until all chosen rings are 
evaluated [7]. In order to check solution accuracy, based on the number of element rings 
and the element formulation, the solution converges as we move far away from the crack 
tip. From this, a plot of contours from each crack length may be obtained, see the results 
section (Figure (5.2) for example). 
 
In the literature, Rice [17] was the first to evaluate the j integral method. In this work, the 
j integral was applied to nonlinear materials to analyse the deformation of plasticity. Rice 
and Rosengren (1968) studied nonlinear materials and showed that the j integral may be 
used t o ch aracterise s tresses at  t he cr ack t ip.  Linear an d nonl inear m odels w ere 
investigated by Venkatachalam et al. [64]. They found that there was a change in a value 
of j integral when the load crosses elastic limits. 
 
In t his pr oject, t he j  i ntegral w as c hosen ove r t he di splacement e xtrapolation m ethod 
based on t he w ork of  Courtin e t a l [ 65] for in vestigations in  lin ear materials. T hey 
compared bot h di splacement e xtrapolation a nd j  i ntegral, and t hey found t hat bot h 
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both m ethods w ere t ested i n A baqus, the j i ntegral method w as f ound t o ha ve an 
advantage ove r di splacement extrapolation. This w as f ound t o be owing to t he p ath 
integral evaluation which can be evaluated far from the singularities at the crack tip.  
 
The SIF will be evaluated using the j integral in this project. CT and DTDCB crack front 
is perpendicular to the horizontal section of the model; hence, collapsing of elements is 
not necessary. To ensure accuracy, the crack front, which is the region of interest, will be 
modelled with a concentrated mesh surrounding the crack tip, and the other parts of the 
models can be meshed with scattered elements. On the other hand, since the DT model 
crack front is inclined, the use of a co ncentrated mesh will result in element angles that 
are much s maller t han the r equired l imit [ 7] and t his m ay c ause e rrors i n A baqus 
processing. Hence, collapsed elements will be used instead of concentrated mesh at the 
crack tip.  
 
3.5 Conclusion  
In t his c hapter, a s ummary was pr esented of  t he pr evious studies of  geometries. T he 
literature presented here, acts as the guideline and makes it possible to measure SIF of the 
corresponding geometries in order to measure the accuracy of the results in the present 
study. The critical aspect that was considered was the SIF for each model. 
 
We f irst de scribed t he t heoretical b ackground o f t he C T s pecimen, and the S IF d etails 
were pr ovided. T his was then f ollowed b y t he development of  t he D TDCB s pecimen, 
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The l ast s ection looked at  t he r elevant l iterature r eview o f t he DT model. T he 
corresponding SIF details were also provided.  
 
From t his c hapter, w e can now  be  a ble t o a pply t he num erical methods, FEM, t o 












This ch apter d escribes t he modelling approach m ethodology t hat was f ollowed in this 
project, the finite element method. In order to verify that the model approach would be 
valid, the known and widely used compact tension specimen was modelled first and the 
results were compared with the literature.  Details of results can be found in Chapter 5. 
Three geometrical models were analysed. The first section deals with the two models CT 
and the DTDCB, and the second section deals with the DT specimen. In addition, the CT 
and the DTDCB specimens were analysed using the XFEM method in order to obtain the 
point of no c rack growth, and that point may be referred to as a SIF threshold value. It 
was n ot n ecessary t o model the D T geometry i n X FEM, since th is is  a w ell-known 
constant SIF model. 
The C T an d t he DTDCB s pecimens w ere modelled using A baqus ve rsion 6.10.  The 
detailed i mplementation i s given i n A ppendix A ( CT a nd D TDCB geometries) a nd 
Appendix B (DT geometry) 
4.1 CT and DTDCB Specimen 
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 CT DTDCB 




Poisson’s Ratio   0.33   0.33  
Density   7860kg/𝑚3   7860kg/𝑚3  
𝑏   8mm  8mm 
Table 4.1. Material properties for both CT and DTDCB specimens. 
4.1.1 CONVENTIONAL FINITE ELEMENT (CFEM) MODEL 
 
In Abaqus the model was created to be similar to the one that was created by Rosie et al. 
[26]. Note that during the model creation, the C T specimen and the DTDCB specimen 
models had t he s ame m echanical p roperties b ut only different le ngths, since t he s ame 
material was used. Abaqus created a part as the defined specimen. The loading pin was 
modelled as the one that was an  analytical r igid part, i.e. the deformation d id not form 
part of the analysis and was modelled in the reference pin [7]. 
 
The a ssembly s ection w as us ed t o l ink t he t wo parts, C T or DTDCB p arts, with the 
loading pin. Both of these models were treated as independent parts.   This was to allow 
us to have a simple and a clear meshing part to the specimens, except for the loading pin, 
which does not  form part of  the model. After the model was assembled, the mesh was 
created in o rder to form a  partition. Linear hexahedral elements were used to mesh the 
whole s pecimen, and t he r esulting models are s hown i n Fig. ( 4.1) a nd (4.2). A to tal 
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A degree of refinement was required around the area of concern, the crack tip region. As 
aforementioned, t he e lements a t t he c rack t ip had to be  br ick-shaped a nd concentrated. 
Abaqus a llows an accuracy check t o s ee w here elements w ere t oo d istorted f or 
computational purposes. 
 
In order to ensure convergence, a total number of 15 c ontours were chosen as the rings 
surrounding the crack tip. Close to the crack tip, at least three contours are required. The 
contours may not converge, therefore, the solution can be taken far away from the crack 




Figure 4.1. CT specimen showing the 8 node brick element mesh. The load was modeled 
as the rigid body with the surface-to-surface contact. RP is the point where 










Figure 4.2. D TDCB s pecimen mesh geometry. The poi nts of  i nterest a re poi nts 𝐀 and 
𝐁 where SIF are expected to decrease between the points. 
 
During c rack pr opagation, t he t wo ha lves of the s pecimen i nteract. The i nteraction 
between crack surfaces was defined as a hard contact, and the Coulomb friction law for 
rough s urfaces was ap plied, w ith f riction c oefficient of  0.5  [66]. T he cr ack f ront w as 
selected, and the di rection was set t o q-vectors as t he di rection where t he cr ack would 
propagate. This direction is perpendicular to the load applied to a specimen [7]. 
 
A load of 7kN was applied to the CT specimen and the load of 11kN was applied to the 
DTDCB s pecimen. T he symmetric bound ary condition was applied t o t he y-direction, 
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sideways, and t he pi n bounda ry condition w as a pplied s o t hat t he pi n was allowed t o 
move in the y-direction only. The axis of both specimens is shown in Fig (4.1).  
 
4.1.2 XFEM MODEL 
 
The XFEM method makes modelling of propagating cracks easier and accurate since the 
mesh do es not  h ave t o c onform to the m esh. I t allows c racks to b e modelled 
independently of t he m esh a nd a llows t he pr opagation of  c racks w ithout a  ne ed f or 
remeshing. It also supports evaluation contour integrals of stationary cracks.  
Since the XFEM is still new, it has some limitations in Abaqus. For example, only linear 
continuum elements can be used, only single or non-interacting cracks can be modelled, 
and a crack is not  allowed to turn more than 90o. For stationary cracks, the crack tip is 
located at any place in the domain, and for propagating cracks, the crack tip only cuts an 
element edge. Therefore, the crack can only arrest at an edge of an element, since it cuts 
an element completely. Hence, it is important to mesh the model with a high number of 
elements. 
 
4.2 Double Torsion Specimen 
Material properties for DT specimen are summarised in Table 2 , and the sketch can be 












Young Modulus  3.7GPa  
Poisson’s Ratio   0.3  
Density   1.18g/𝑐𝑚3  
Table 4.2. DT material properties. 
4.2.1 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 
As aforementioned, there have been a number of  factors concerning the standardisation 
of the DT geometry test method. Some of these factors include the geometry aspects such 
as the specimen dimensions, specimen grooves, pre-cracking of specimen and deflection 
at the loadings, all of which still raise concerns and need to be investigated. This project, 
rather, focuses on the specimen dimensions. 
 
To da te, t here h ave be en a  num ber of  di fferent r ecommendations made a bout t he 
dimensions of  the DT geometry. Most of  these have been achieved with the use o f the 
Finite E lement models. F or example, T rantina [ 67] utilised a FE M model where a  
specimen geometry o f  0.1W t hickness w as u sed, and Ciccotti e t a l (55,62,63) used a 
thickness o f 0.117 W i n t heir FEM. The conclusions r eflected on t he us e of  l arge 
specimens so that l arge d iscrepancies b etween theoretical an alysis an d FEM an alysis 
were found. Recommendations by Madjoubi et al [68] suggested that Evans’ model can 
be used uncorrected for specimen lengths more than 3W and thickness of 0.075 [6]. 
 
Tait et  al  [69] suggested specimen geometries that could be used for DT testing. Those 
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• 3𝑊:𝑊: 0.083𝑊 – PMMA
• 3𝑊:𝑊: 0.120 –  0.10𝑊 – Polymer
• 2𝑊:𝑊: 0.067𝑊 - Rock
Based on t hese obs ervations, the D T geometry was also analysed u sing A BAQUS 
version 6.10, and the l iterature conclusions above were applied to this project to obtain 
optimum s pecimen geometry. In or der t o obt ain the r equired optimum s pecimen 
geometry, nine geometry configurations were considered. These included three different 
length-to-width ratios (L/W = 2, 3 and 4) and three different thicknesses-to-width ratios 
(d/W = 0.06, 0.08 and 0.1), where 𝑊 =  50 mm. Each test geometry was analysed at five 
different crack length ratios (a/L = 0.25, 0.38, 0.5, 0.62, 0.75) generating 45 models in 
total, see Table (4.3). 
𝒅(𝑚𝑚) 𝑳(𝑚𝑚) 𝑎1 (𝑚𝑚) 𝑎2(𝑚𝑚) 𝑎3 (𝑚𝑚) 𝑎4 (𝑚𝑚) 𝑎5 (𝑚𝑚) 
3 100 25 37.5 56 62.5 75 
150 37.5 56.25 75 93.75 112.5 
200 50 75 100 125 150 
4 100 25 37.5 56 62.5 75 
150 37.5 56.25 75 93.75 112.5 
200 50 75 100 125 150 
5 100 25 37.5 56 62.5 75 
150 37.5 56.25 75 93.75 112.5 
200 50 75 100 125 150 
Table 4.3. 45 DT models. 
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4.2.2 MESH  
 
Each model simulated t he en tire D T geometry, obtaining a n a verage nu mber o f 6  047 
quadratic hexahedral elements (Fig. 4.3). The mesh was refined near the crack tip using a 
concentrated m esh w ith co llapsed el ements, as i llustrated al ong a v ertical, long-axis 
cross-section in Fig. (4.4). This allowed for a better description of the strain field near the 
crack t ip a nd h as be en validated a gainst analytical s olutions [61]. N umerical s olution 
values o f t he associated S IF were calculated u sing t he contour i ntegral m ethod. T he 
computed J-integral was converted to an equivalent SIF using Equation (3.17), where J-
integral was e quivalent to G, f rom E quation ( 2.30).  A c onvergence s tudy f ollowed 
similar to the previous methods. The contours surrounding the crack tip convergence was 
used to validate that the solution had been reached. 
 
 
Figure 4.3. DT specimen meshed with quadrilateral hexahedral elements. A zoomed area 
around the c rack t ip showing a  r ing of  e lement i s a lso shown. Included is 
also s pecimen ax is, x -axis th e w idth, y -axis t he l ength, and z -axis t he 
thickness of the specimen. 
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4.2.3 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
The boundary conditions of the model assumed that the nodes near the loading points (at 
the crack opening) were constrained in the y direction (front side - the side with the crack 
opening) and at  the far side (the s ide at the back of the specimen) in the x, y direction 
(Fig. (4.3)). Loads were applied at the outer side of the DT geometry, two at the bottom 
and two at the top. 
To simulate the experimental setup of a four-point loading configuration, a force couple 
was applied at one far end of the specimen. The resulting torsional moment was scaled to 
obtain a  S IF equivalent t o t he 𝐾𝐼𝐶  =  46.8 MPa√mm (the f racture t oughness o f t he 
PMMA). 
In or der t o s imulate a  m ore r ealistic c rack t ip c onfiguration, a n i nclined c rack f ront of  
𝑐 =  4 was u sed ( Fig. ( 4.4)). C ontact w as d efined b etween t he cr ack s urfaces as  
tangential behaviour with 0.5 friction coefficient for rough surfaces.  
4.2.4 EVALUATION OF THE CRACK LENGTH INDEPENDENT SIF 
The output parameters obtained for each model were the load point displacement 𝑦 and 
the applied moment to obtain a SIF equal to that of the aforementioned PMMA fracture 
toughness. The applied moment could be seen as a concentrated load 𝑃 with moment arm 
length 𝑤𝑚 in Equation (3.17). Since the SIF, i.e. 𝐾𝐼, was only a function of 𝑃 in Equation 
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(3.17), it was p ossible t o ev aluate a crack-length-independent S IF us ing only 𝑃, 
normalised to Pc (the load at 𝑎 =  0.5𝐿). 
Figure 4.4. Inclined c rack t ip s howing de formation s tress, w hich s ignifies t he c rack 
opening. 
4.3 Conclusion 
The summary o f the CT and DTDCB geometries’ modelling process w as given in t his 
chapter. Both geometries were modelled using CFEM and XFEM methodology. DT was 
only modelled using th e C FEM, and t he Abaqus i mplementation s ummary w as a lso 
given. 
Both de tailed A baqus i mplementations are given i n t he A ppendices s ections. T he 
following chapter describes the results that were obtained. 
 
 
                                                                                                                                    
CHAPTER FIVE 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
This c hapter gives t he r esults of  t he models and t he di scussion of  r esults i s pr ovided. 
Conventional Finite E lement Method ( CFEM) and eXtended Finite E lement M ethod 
(XFEM) results a re given f or C T and t he D TDCB s pecimen. Further, t he D TDCB 
optimum specimen is studied and the results are also provided. 
 
Finally, the DT results, CFEM, and discussion are also provided. 
 
5.1 Conventional Finite Element Method (CFEM) 
5.1.1 COMPACT TENSION SPECIMEN RESULTS (CFEM) 
 
 
The FEM results were extracted in Abaqus and each value for SIF contour was plotted. 
This contour is the ring around the crack tip where the J-Integral is evaluated. It is well 
known that at the crack tip there are s ingularities. It i s for this reason that the contours 
were chosen further away from the crack tip. The Abaqus results were seen to converge 
(see fig. (5.2)) after t he third contour on t he C T s pecimen, i .e. further a way fro m the 
crack t ip. From Fig ( 5.2) and F ig ( 5.5), coloured l ines r epresent co ntours at  each  
thickness level. Each line represents 15 rings of elements which correspond to contours. 
 
For complete results, the SIF values were taken after the sixth contour, which ensures the 
accuracy of the results. The high stress concentrations occurring at the crack tip and the 
loading holes are shown in Fig. (5.1). 
 
 






Figure 5.1. CT specimen showing von-Mises stresses. 
 
The an alytical results o f t he S IF w ere calculated an d co mpared t o n umerical ( Abaqus) 
results, according to the following equation: 
 
 





�          (5.1) 
 
 
where 𝐾𝐼 is the SIF, 𝑃 is applied force, 𝑊 is specimen width, 𝑎 is crack length, and 𝐵 is 
the breadth of the specimen. SIF, 𝐾𝐼, was found to increase as the crack length increased, 
as shown in Fig. (5.3). It is worth noting that the analytical results were calculated using 
Equation ( 2.40), o r Equation ( 5.1), at e ach crack l ength. A ll e quation p arameters w ere 
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Both analytical and numerical results were found to correspond, with minor percent error, 
which i s not  hi ghly s ignificant. T his c onfirms t hat t he m ethods c an be  u sed f urther t o 
other different geometries, as the CFEM trend results correspond to the literature. 
Since w e were ev aluating t he n ew geometry, i t w as n ecessary t o s tudy t he geometric 
factor v alues. For t his r eason, t he multiple regression was pe rformed us ing t he 
combination of forward and backward regression after an inversion of Equation (5.1) for: 
𝑌 = 𝑓 �𝑎
𝑊
�, and 
𝑌 =  𝐾𝐼𝐵√𝑊
𝑃
 (5.2) 
























The co efficients w ere calculated w ith t he R -Value w hich ex actly matched 1, as i t w as 
expected, since t he C T s pecimen was u sed as  a r eference. These showed that th e 
coefficients w ere ex plained through a  close t o 100% de gree of ac curacy. T he f inal 
geometrical factor equation was given by: 





















2 . (5.3) 
 
 




Figure 5.2. The stress contour analysis showing the SIF vs. contour. The SIF converges 










Figure 5.3. C omparison be tween FEM a nd LEFM r esults s howing a  good c orrelation. 
Steel material properties were used to achieve this, see Table (4.2).  
 
5.1.2 DTDCB SIF RESULTS (CFEM) 
 
The results followed the same trend as those that were used and verified to be 
correct for the CT specimen. In this case, the only difference was in the choice 
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with the literature, and they correspond exactly with the literature [46], which 
showed th e SI F decreasing after j ust a bove 40mm,  po int A, of th e c rack 
length, indicated in Fig. (5.6), until at about 90mm, point B, where it started to 
decrease. The points A and B can be seen on Fig. (4.2) in Chapter 4. Fig. (5.6) 
shows a plot of SIF vs. crack length and a comparison to a symmetric part of 
the DTDCB model. 
Fig. (5.4) shows the high stress concentration at the crack tip and the loading 
points. The high stresses were experienced at the point where the angle started 
to c hange, i.e. point 3 . T his shows t hat the s pecimen s hould be s omewhat 
modified t o ove rcome t hese hi gh s tresses which wo uld c ause f ailure, 
especially at the loading holes.  
The n ew p roposed s pecimen f or la boratory te sting is investigated i n section 
(5.3). 
 



















Figure 5.6. DTDCB: Stress in tensity factors vs. the crack length. Shows the symmetric 
part o f DT DCB wi th corresponding A and B to t he s pecimen from Fig. 
(4.2). Similar to CT specimen, steel material properties were used to achieve 
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We a lso pe rformed a r egression analysis t o f ind the correction ge ometric 
factor which was found to be: 
 





















2.       (5.4) 
 
5.2 Extended Finite Element Method (XFEM) 
The XFEM was used to find the point of crack arrest during the crack propagation. This 
point, ba sed on c ertain loading c onditions, may be  r egarded as t he po int w here SIF 
threshold value is determined. 
5.2.1 COMPACT TENSION SPECIMEN AND THE DTDCB (XFEM) 
 
The XFEM S IF w as calculated at  ea ch crack position i n t he s pecimen us ing t he J -
integral, similar to the CFEM method. The SIF evaluation in XFEM differed in the sense 
that the SIF are evaluated in the static or non-moving cracks in order to locate the crack 
tip, f or s ingularity c apturing. T he J -integral a ssumed the n onlinear e lasticity, la rge 
deformations, which were compatible with the no-load deformation when crack growth 
occurred [70].  
 
Therefore, the J-integral was applicable only up t o the beginning of the crack extension, 
not to the cr ack growth [71]. Hence, we ex pected to e xperience d ifficulties in  th e 
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converging of a solution, and, hence, SIF evaluation using the XFEM method was found 
to be  impractical to evaluate SIF at this point, and only the point of arrest was of interest. 
Therefore, the XFEM investigation of SIF was beyond this project’s scope. 
Fig. (5.7) and Fig. (5.8) show snapshot results during the crack propagation until it arrests 
at increasing ti me in terval of t he C T specimen - Fig. ( 5.7) and DTDCB specimen Fig. 
(5.8) respectively, as shown below. The blue colour shows less stresses, whereas the red 
shows high stress concentrations. The crack in both specimens propagates until it reaches 
the point of arrest.  
Figure 5.7. Snapshot of  CT c rack pr opagation and von -Mises st ress. The a ttention is  
drawn to the advancing crack tip (crack displacement) across the specimen 
until it arrests. 
 
 




Figure 5.8. Snapshot of  DTDCB c rack p ropagation and von -Mises st ress. The crack 
propagates (crack displacement) across until it r eaches the point of arrest at 
the region of increasing height. 
 
The point of arrest in the DTDCB specimen was found to be at the region of 
increasing height, and this was verified using the XFEM method, Fig. (5.8). 
As the crack grows, high stresses are experienced at the loading holes and the 
region of increasing height. Therefore, it was necessary to obtain an optimised 
geometry that might be suitable for use in the laboratory, see the next section. 
5.3  Optimised DTDCB Geometry Model Investigation 
Note that the rest of this section will  refer to a DTDCB (points 1 to 6 and points 𝐀 and 
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The f inal s pecimens pr oposed a re s hown i n Fig. (5.9) and F ig. ( 5.10). T o obt ain t hese 
geometries, t he r egion t hat w as modified w as t he r egion o f hi gh s tress c oncentration 
shown i n Fig. ( 5.4) in t he previous s ection. From Fig. ( 4.2), poi nt 3 w as r educed t o 
correspond to point 2 in both figures. Fig (5.9) was reduced further from 41.2 to 37mm in 
order t o i nvestigate t he influence o f l arger area between l oading p oints an d t he i nitial 
crack l ocation. B oth t he r eduction i n he ight and s pecimen l ength reduction were 
investigated. 
  
Fig. (5.9) shows a r educed specimen between loading holes and point 2, points 2 a nd 3, 
and a further deduction in points 4 and 5, from Fig. (4.2). The results of this kind caused 














Further i nvestigations w ere r equired t o f ind a n opt imum de creasing SIF s pecimen. For 
this reason, the specimen was not reduced between the loading holes and point 2. But it 
was reduced between points 2 and 3, as was the height between points 3 and 4. It was not 
reduced between loading points  and point 2. 
 
The r esulting s pecimen geometry p roduced de creasing SIF f rom poi nt A  but  s tarted t o 
increase eventually in the middle of the increasing height, between points 3 and 4.  
  
 









Figure  5.11. DTDCB: Shifted and reduced SIF comparison. 
In conclusion, the optimum geometry may only be found if the DTDCB specimen 
geomerty is only shifted and not reduced, see explanation above. This geometry needs 
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5.4 Double Torsion Results 
Figures 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 show the normalised force vs. crack length results for three 
different specimens of length ratios 2W, 3W and 4W respectively. 
Figure 5.12. Normalised force vs. crack l ength c omparison of  t hickness of Length L =  
2W. 
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Figure 5.13. Normalised force vs. crack l ength c omparison of  t hickness of Length L =  
3W. 
Figure 5.14. Normalised force vs. crack l ength c omparison of  t hickness of Length L =  
4W. 
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Similarly, Figures 5.15, 5.16 and 5.17 show the normalised force vs. crack length results 
for three different specimen thickness ratios of 0.06W, 0.08W and 0.01W respectively. 
From Fi gures 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 it can  b e s een t hat a t hinner s pecimen co nfiguration 
yields a m ore cr ack-length-independent g eometry. F igure 5.13, for ex ample, L = 3W, 
shows a relatively constant SIF in the range 0.37W  to 0.75W. That is, the SIF are closer 
to 1 t han c ompared t o t he ot her figures. Comparing F igures 5.15, 5.16 and 5.17, the 
thinner specimen configuration d = 0.06W shows the constant SIF over the middle of the 
specimen. That is, the 𝑃/𝑃𝑐 value is closer to 1 as compare to the other figures. 
From Fi gures 5.15, 5.16 and 5.17, it can  b e s een t hat t he s pecimen t hat i s cl osest to 
producing constant SIF lies between L = 3W and L = 4W thickness.  
Figure 5.15. Normalised force vs. crack l ength comparison of  t hickness of Length L =  
2W. 
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Figure 5.17. Normalised force vs. crack l ength c omparison of  t hickness of Length L =  
2W. 
 
Based on t hese t wo c omparisons, i nvolving l ength a nd t hickness of  t he s pecimen 
geometries, respectively, we propose that the optimum specimen geometry should be of 
the order 3.5W :W :0.06W. 
 
5.5 Summary 
In this chapter, both CFEM and XFEM results were provided. These FEM methods were 
applied t o bot h C T a nd t he D TDCB s pecimen geometries. The C FEM was a pplied i n 
order to study SIF, and the XFEM was applied in order to find the point of arrest during 
the decreasing SIF, which forms the point of importance to this project. CT specimen was 
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DT specimen results were also provided, where CFEM was applied. Comparison between 
the thickness and the specimen lengths was provided in order to find optimum specimen 
geometry. 
 










                                                                                                                                   
CHAPTER SIX 
DISCUSSION 
This project was motivated by the two aims, a crack length decreasing SIF and a constant 
SIF specimen, which were proposed before [7] and [6] in order to answer the questions 
that w ere raised.  It a lso s ought t o c ontribute t o t he f racture mechanics l iterature. T he 
questions w ere answered b y i nvestigating a d ecreasing S IF s pecimen u sing FEM and 
XFEM methods and i nvestigating a DT geometry using t he C FEM method. Therefore, 
this chapter is split into two sections; firstly, a discussion of the crack length decreasing 
SIF, w here t he C T a nd D TDCB s pecimen were bot h di scussed i n d etail. T he s econd 
section was aimed at a d iscussion of a co nstant SIF specimen, DT, where the modelling 
results were discussed.  Before we begin, a summary of the project will be given. 
 
6.1  Summary of the project 
The finite element method was chosen as a method of modelling in order to investigate 
the geometries in question. Two FEM methods were applied to the geometries depending 
on t he ai m t hat w as expected f or e ach model. T herefore, C FEM w as a pplied t o a ll 
specimens in order to investigate the SIF. Since the aim of investigating the decreasing 
SIF geometry w as t o o btain a p oint o f arrest, r eferred t o as  stress i ntensity f atigue 
threshold, i t w as ne cessary t o apply t he X FEM m ethod, s ince i t i s us ed on d ynamic 
propagating cracks. XFEM was applied to the CT (for verification purposes) and DTDCB 
specimen to obtain the point of arrest where the crack will not grow. This point may be 
referred to as a SIF threshold value, which is important in fatigue studies and is known 
for i ts f atigue l ife pr ediction di scussed i n C hapter 2.  D espite t he X FEM S IF not  
converging, owing to limitations in Abaqus [10], the method does have a bearing on the 
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suitability o f f inding t he poi nt of  a rrest f or given l oading conditions. T hese c an be  
summarised in the table below: 
 
CT DTDCB DT 
CFEM CFEM CFEM 
XFEM XFEM - 
Table 6.1. T hree s pecimens s howing t he FEM methods w hich w ere a pplied to t he 
specimen. 
6.2  CT Specimen and DTDCB Specimen 
Since the CT specimen i s a s tandard well-known ASTM specimen, i t was necessary to 
use it to verify the FEM models. For this reason, CFEM and XFEM were first applied to 
the CT specimen, and the results were compared to the analytical solution. Further, the 
regression analysis was applied to find the geometric factor of the model.  
 
Contour integral results were found to converge at the third contour, and the average was 
used t o f ind t he r esulting SIF. T his S IF was p lotted a gainst t he c rack l ength, and t he 
results were compared to the analytical solutions. Furthermore, the XFEM was applied to 
the geometry to find the point of arrest. This was found to be useful on the geometry of 
interest, t he D TDCB, i n or der t o find t he poi nt of no c rack growth w hen t he s tresses 
decrease. 
 
DTDCB geometry was found and the FEM methods were applied in order to investigate 
the geometry. T his geometry br ings a n i mportant c ontribution t o t he l iterature on t he 
subject. P reviously, C T-specimen-breadth i ncrease w as i nvestigated [7], a nd i t di d not  
have much s uccess b ecause o f t he failure, especially at  t he l oading h oles. T his p roject 
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rather considered a  di fferent approach, based on t he r ecommendation f rom Rosie e t a l. 
[7] where the change in height was investigated. A promising decreasing SIF geometry
was obt ained a nd i nvestigated us ing FEM, a nd X FEM a nalysis w as a pplied t o t his
geometry. T hese ha ve been de monstrated i n Chapter 5, w here bot h m ethods w ere
applied. T he d ecreasing range o f SIF w as f ound t o be  i n t he r egion of  0.8𝑊 <  𝑎 <
1.8𝑊. I t was in this region where the point of  arrest was found using XFEM, and this
point c an b e u tilized in  fatigue in vestigation to  predict th e f atigue lif e, using th e P aris
equation discussed in Chapter 2.
These decreasing SIF results can be explained as follows. The fatigue crack was expected 
to grow i n a di rection pe rpendicular t o t he di rection of  t he m aximum pr incipal s tress. 
This has been demonstrated in section (5.2.1), where XFEM was used and the snapshot 
of crack propagation was taken. As the crack propagates, before it reaches 0.8𝑊 length, 
the SIF was increasing owing to both constant width and breadth in that region. After this 
region, the height i s increased at  an  inclined angle 𝜃 =  73.3°. This region opposes the 
applied f orce, and h ence d ecreases S IF as  t he h eight w as i ncreased. T he obs ervation 
continues unt il s tress i ntensity was l owered a nd t he c rack c ould no l onger pr opagate. 
Therefore, t he crack was expected to a rrest at t his r egion, and hence the t hreshold S IF 
value could be determined. 
Owing t o hi gh s tresses t hat w ere experienced at t he l oading h oles, i t w as n ecessary t o 
optimize this geometry in order to obtain a specimen that would avoid fretting fatigue and 
hence failure at the loading holes. Therefore, further analysis was done, and the optimum 
specimen geometry was investigated. This opens doors to further future investigations to 
find a  f urther s mall geometry, s ince t he DTDCB ha d l arger di mensions. T he l arger 
dimensions may p rove to  b e im practical f or d ifferent ma terials, especially b rittle 
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materials, s ince t he crack will be  obs erved i n long r ange f or t his t ype of  geometry. 
Therefore, future investigations should rather focus on optimizing this geometry further. 
 
CFEM, a pplied t o a  s imilar C T s pecimen, w as us ed t o i nvestigate this pr oposed 
geometry. Two important points in the geometry, points A and B, were found, where the 
specimen pr oduced de creasing SIF. C ontour a nalysis was i nvestigated a t t he r egion 
surrounding t he c rack t ip, a nd t he c ontours w ere f ound t o c onverge from t he t hird 
contour.  The average was taken from the sixth contour in order to find the resulting SIF. 
This helped to investigate the convergence of the FEM solution. 
 
It w as i nteresting t o f ind t hat, i n t he r egions w here t he s pecimen he ight w as c onstant, 
increasing SIF were p roduced, an d t hese w ere t he r egions w hich w ere similar t o C T, 
which has a constant height and breadth and produces increasing SIF.  
 
When the specimen is loaded, high stresses occur at the loading points of  the specimen 
and at point 3, where the height started to increase. This is owing to the regions where the 
specimen b ehaves s imilar t o C T, w hen S IF are i ncreasing. T herefore, f or future 
investigations, i t may be necessary to include a pre-crack up t o point A and begin with 
the investigations. Owing to a long distance to reach point A, 40mm, it is also possible to 
find a n opt imum s pecimen geometry t hat w ill pr event hi gh oc curring s tresses. T hese 
observations can then be utilized in fatigue tests which use the continuous load-shedding 
steps. The advantage of  this would be  t hat the D TDCB specimen can b e l eft t o run t o 
arrest without c ontinually lowering th e applied stress, s ince th is s pecimen lo wers th e 
stress intensity at the crack tip. 
 
In th is project, we investigated two optimum geometries using the DTDCB specimens, 
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geometry could be found only when the specimen was reduced in points 2 and 3; and the 
height, between points 3 and 4. The specimen should not be reduced between the loading 
points a nd poi nt 2, s ince i t w as f ound t o be have s imilar t o t he C T s pecimen, w here 
increasing SIF were produced. 
 
 
6.3  DT Specimen 
The DT g eometry w as modelled using onl y t he C FEM methodology. T he a im o f 
investigating this geometry was to answer the second question of this project, which was 
to c ontribute t o unde rstanding t he i nfluence of  geometry on a c onstant S IF of  t he D T 
geometry, which is  m ostly u sed in  b rittle m aterial in vestigations. T he c ompliance is  
linear, and hence the SIF over t he middle of  t he DT specimen is i ndependent of  c rack 
length. This geometric investigation was done by applying FEM to study the influence of 
length and thickness on SIF and obtain optimum dimensions which may be used in DT 
investigations. 
Theoretical background on SIF derivation was given in Chapter 3, w hich was followed 
by the modelling process in Chapter 4. The results were given in Chapter 5. 
6.3.1 RESULTS OBSERVATIONS 
As aforementioned, SIF is constant in the middle region of  the specimen, and this was 
also obs erved i n t his project. Firstly, c omparisons of  l ength ratios, f or di fferent 
thicknesses, w ere given in Figures 5.1 2, 5.13 and 5.14. From t he l ength r atio 2 W, not  
much d ifference w as o bserved - only t he s pecimen o f 0.06 W, which was c lose t o t he 
range of constant SIF. It was mentioned in Chapter 4 that there is an equivalence relation 
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For the specimens of  length 3W, the SIF were observed to be in a  region close to 𝑃
𝑃𝑐
=
1, which was the region of constant SIF. This was observed in a  specimen of thickness 
0.08W. 
 
The last specimens that were compared here were the specimens of length ratio 4W. The 
thicknesses of  0.06 W and 0.08 W w ere bot h obs erved t o p roduce qui te a c onstant SIF 
range i n t he middle r egion, a nd t he t hickness of 0.08W w as e ven m ore constant as 
compared to 0.06W. 
 
In ove rall l ength r atio c omparison, t he t hickness r atio of  0.1 W di d not  s eem t o give a  
constant SIF regime. Furthermore, i t was observed that the longer the specimen length, 
the cl oser t he s pecimen w as t o achieving co nstant S IF. H ence, t here was a n eed to 
compare specimens of different thicknesses. 
 
Secondly, comparisons of t hickness r atio, f or d ifferent l engths, w ere given i n Figures 
5.15, 5.16 a nd 5.17,  w here t he nor malized f orce vs . c rack l ength r esults were g iven. 
Starting with the thickness of 0.06W, it was found that the longer specimen of 4W was 
the closest to the constant SIF region, and, hence, this supports our previous observations 
where length ratios were compared. 
 
Similar observations were made when comparing thicknesses of 0.08 W and 0.1W. The 
length ratios of 3W and 4W were observed to be close to producing constant SIF. 
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6.3.2 DT SUMMARY 
 
Comparison between the DT specimen lengths and thicknesses was useful in predicting a 
suitable c onstant S IF v s. c rack l ength geometry. C omparison be tween t he r atios of  
lengths of  2W, 3W and 4W shows t hat the s pecimen geometry s hould l ie be tween 
thicknesses 0.06 W and 0.08 W. Comparing th ickness r atios 0.06W, 0.08W and 0.01W 
suggested that the geometry should be in the range 3W and 4W. 
 
Thin specimen will require less applied force to propagate a crack. This means that, for 
brittle material, we can be able to propagate the crack at lower stress levels, and, hence, 
the crack propagation will be stable. The longer-range specimens of 3W and 4W suggest 
that the specimen crack growth can be monitored over the long range when stresses are 
relaxed, since they are far from the loading points. Therefore, the combination of the two, 
i.e. t hin a nd l ong s pecimen geometry, s uggests t hat i t i s pos sible t o obt ain s table a nd 
constant s pecimen geometry. H ence, t he s pecimen o f 3.5W: W :0.06W will be  a  good 
choice. 
 
The shorter specimens give a shorter constant SIF range, and this has been found to be 
owing to edge effects [6]. With longer specimens, for example L = 4W, the edge effect is 
reduced; however, it is difficult to propagate a crack in a longer specimen. Hence, the use 
of L =  5 W, or  more, was o mitted in  th is p roject. If, on t he ot her ha nd, the l onger 
specimen i s us ed, nor mally, t he s ide grooves are a pplied. H owever, s ide grooves a lso 




CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS 
Based on t he results o btained i n t his pr oject and t he di scussion t hat followed, t he 
following conclusions and recommendations can be drawn from each specimen.  
This work was split into two sections to fulfil the project’s objectives. The first section 
dealt with the investigation of the SIF threshold value using the CT as the reference, and 
DTDCB specimen was developed. The second section dealt with the s tandardization of  
the DT methodology studying the thickness and the length effect to constant SIFs of the 
specimen. 
7.1 CT SPECIMEN AND DTDCB SPECIMEN 
7.1.1 Conclusion 
The c ombination of  C FEM a nd X FEM i s s uccessfully e mployed t o de velop a  c rack 
growth specimen capable of producing the decreasing stress intensity factors to facilitate 
easy determination of fatigue threshold values, ∆𝐾𝑡ℎ. The CT specimen acted as a good 
reference to verify the methods. A good correlation between SIF corresponds well with 
the literature.  
The D TDCB s pecimen geometry facilitates the de crease of  SIF f rom t he poi nt of  
increasing height up to the end of the height, where SIFs eventually increase. This means 
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that the part f rom where the specimen is loaded and the small section at the end of  the 
specimen behave l ike the CT specimen, i .e., SIF increases owing to the constant height 
similar to  th e C T s pecimen. O nly in the middle pa rt was t here a  decrease i n S IF as 
expected. 
 
The point of arrest, which may be referred to as the threshold value, was obtained using 
the XFEM method. The crack was observed to grow up unt il the middle of the portion 
where the height was increased. 
 
7.1.2 Future Recommendations 
 
Based on the observations above, we were able to determine an optimum geometry from 
the DTDCB model. The optimum geometry will need to be tested in the laboratory, using 
different types of materials. 
 
Further, m ore geometric i nvestigations ne ed t o be  und ertaken. For example, t he 
microscopic i nvestigation a s w ell a s di fferent bounda ry c onditions ne ed t o be  
investigated. 
7.2 DT SPECIMEN 
7.2.1 Conclusion 
This project investigated an optimum specimen geometry using nine different specimen 
geometry configurations. The analysis was undertaken in the FE environment to obtain a 
relationship be tween the S IF and crack l ength. An ideal specimen would yield a  c rack 
length independent of SIF. 
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It was found that a thinner specimen resulted in producing constant SIF. It was also found 
that a  t hinner s pecimen pr oduced a m ore c onstant S IF r egime. S imilarly, i t w as also 
observed t hat t he l onger s pecimen r esulted in a  m ore constant S IF r egime. T his i s i n 
agreement with T rantina (2006) [61] and Tait (1987) [69], who suggested that t he S IF 
remains constant over 0.18 < 𝑎/𝐿 < 0.78  range. 
A comparison of the results suggests that an optimum specimen geometry exists around 
3.5W:W: 0.06W.  
7.2.1 Future Recommendations 
There a re s till m any aspects t o b e i nvestigated f or t he C T geometry t o b e a s tandard 
model. For e xample, t he s tandard di mensions f or different materials , load poi nt 
deflections, and out-of-plane deformations still need to be investigated. 
Laboratory testing needs to be investigated. For example, with the long test specimen the 
deflection a t th e middle o f th e s pecimen w ill o ccur. It is  c rucial to  f ind o ut h ow th is 
deflection will affect the constant SIF. 
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APPENDIX A 
Abaqus Implementation of Conventional FEM 
 
In Abaqus, the model was created to be similar to the one that was created by Rosie at al. 
[7]. The specimen’s dimensions are given in Table (3). 
 
 
 CT DTDCB  
W 50mm 50mm (front) 
B 8mm 24.2mm 
L 75mm 215.9mm 
h - 152.4mm 
𝜃 - 73.3o 
 
Table A.1. CT and DTDCB specimen dimensions 
 
A.1.1 Model Creation:  
 
The CT specimen or DTDCB specimen models had the same mechanical properties but 
different design lengths:   
• Modelling space: 3D;  
• Type: Deformable; and  
• Shape: Solid.  
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A.1.2 Loading Pin: 
 
The loading pin is modeled as the one that is an analytical rigid part, i.e the deformation 
does not form part of the analysis and is modelled in the reference pin.  
• Modelling space: 3D; and  
• Type: Analytical rigid shell. 
  
A.1.3 Assembly:   
 
The a ssembly s ection w as us ed t o l ink t he t wo models, C T/DTDCB s pecimen and t he 
loading pin. Both of these models were treated as independent.  This was to allow us to 
have a simple and a clear meshing part to the specimens, except the loading pin, which 




A step was created on the step module and was set to be static general, in order to allow 




After t he model was assembled, the m esh w as c reated earlier i n o rder t o pa rtition the 
model appropriately.  
   
• Elements: Linear hexahedron 









A.1.6 Crack:   
 
Under the interaction module, create, under Special, a crack with a contour integral as the 
type. The crack front was selected, and the direction was set to 𝑞 −vectors from (0,0,0) to 
(1,0,0) a s t he di rection in w hich the c rack w ould pr opagate. T his di rection i s i n t he 
𝑥 −axis, perpendicular to the load experienced by a specimen. 
 
• Symmetry Plane: half crack model, 
 
• Singularity, midside node parameter: 0.25, 
 






Output Request   
 
• Domain: Contour integral, select the crack to process n = 1, 
 
• Number of contours: 15, 
 











A.1.8 Interaction   
 
• Type: Surface to surface contact, 
 
• Step: The step that was created (static, general). 
 
• Master: Analytical rigid, loading pin. 
 
• Slave: Specimen 
 
• Sliding formulation: finite sliding 
 
• Description method: Surface to surface 
 
• Contact interaction property:   
- Type - Contact 
 
- Mechanical: Normal behavior, Adjust only to remove overclosure. 
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A load of 7𝑘𝑁 was applied to the CT specimen, and the load of 11𝑘𝑁 was applied to the 
DTDCB specimen for comparison to the literature. 
 
A.1.10 Boundary Conditions:   
 
Symmetric boundary conditions were applied to the 𝑦 −direction, starting at the crack tip. 
We f ixed t he 𝑧 − direction,  so t hat t he s pecimen d id not move s ideways, and t he pi n 
boundary c ondition w as a pplied, so t hat t he pi n was only allowed t o m ove i n t he 




A.1 Abaqus Implementation of EXtended FEM 
The preliminary factor that should be taken care of in the XFEM is the use of maximum 
principal s tress. The p hysical model was c reated i n t he Part m odule i n A baqus. T he 
specimen s hown i n Fig ( B.1) w as c reated as  t he p hysical model. It c onsists of t he 
following:  
 
A.2.1 Part: Fig. (B.2) 
  
CT and DTDCB specimen:   
 
• Modeling space: 3D,  
• Type: Deformable 










A.2.2 Loading Pin   
 
• Modeling space: 3D,  
• Type: Analytical rigid 
 
Shell part(1 shell face, 3 edges, 2 vertices)  
 
 
A.2.3 Crack   
 
• Modeling space: 3D,  
• Type: Deformable 























Figure  A.2. DTDCB specimen, a crack shell and an analytical rigid Pin 
  









Mild steel Properties:   
• Young modulus: 207GPa  
• Poison’s ratio: 0.33  
• Maxps Damage: Max Principal stress: 220MPa  
• Maxps Damage Tolerance: 0.1 (not material property, but it is used to 
allow convergence with the XFEM method)  
• Damage evolution   
            * Softening: Linear  
            * Degradation: Maximum  
            * Mixed mode behavior: Mode-independent  
            * Mode mix ratio: Energy  





Create a s tatic general s tep i n t he s tep module and include la rge d isplacement e ffects 
(NLgeom toggled on).  
 
A.2.6 Propagating Crack 
 
Define cr ack geometry ( if i nitial cr ack i s p resent) and t he c rack do main. N ote t hat t he 
crack has no mechanical p roperties, since i t does not  form part o f the analysis.  It was 
only i ncluded t o de scribe t he c rack l ocation. Position t he c rack a t t he c orrect crack 
position, but this is not a limitation, since cracks in materials can propagate anywhere, if 









The f ollowing s hould b e i ncluded i n X FEM s imulation t o ensure t hat the cr ack d oes 
propagate. This is supported in Abaqus.   
 
    1.  Field Output Request   
• Under State/Field/User/Time   
            * STATUSXFEM, Status of xfem element  
  
• Under Failure/Fracture   
            * PHILSM, Level set phi  
  
• Interactions   
            * Upper/Bottom Pin   
                • Master surface = loading pin  
                • Slave surface = TDCB specimen  
  
   
            * Sliding formulation: Finite sliding  
            * Discretization method: Surface to surface  
            * Slave adjustment: Adjust only to remove over-closure.  
            * C ontact i nteraction p roperty: C reate mechanical contact as  t he normal 
behavior  
            * Create interaction of XFEM crack growth as a type and toggle on allow 
crack growth in this step.  
  










Only first-order solid continuum stress/displacement elements can be associated with an 
enriched f eature. F or propagating cr acks, these i nclude bi -linear pl ane s train a nd pl ane 
stress e lements, lin ear b rick e lements, a nd lin ear te trahedron e lements. F or stationary 
cracks, these include linear brick and linear tetrahedron elements. 
  
• Total number of elements: 24072  


















                                                                                                                                   
APPENDIX B 
Abaqus Modelling of the DT specimen 
The following is the list of procedures that were followed during the modelling process of 
the DT geometry. It is worth noting that the steps listed here may not necessarily need to 





Modelling space 3D 
Type: Deformable 
 
B.1.2 Material Property 
 
PMMA properties 
(Young modulus, 3720 and Poisson’s Ratio 0.328) 
 





Mid-side node parameter (0 < t < 1): 0.5 
 








Select the seam crack 
Stress Intensity factors 
Maximum energy release rate 
 
B.1.5 Interaction 
1. Self-Contact (between cracked surfaces) 
 
Surface-to-Surface 
Static, General Step 
 
2. Surface-to-Surface Contact ( between c racked s urfaces, to  p revent 
overlap) 
B.1.6 Contact Property Options 
 
Friction formulation: Penalty 
Friction Coefficient: 0.5 
Normal Behaviour “Hard contact” 
 
B.1.7 Constraints (between the loading surfaces and the specimen) 
 
Type: Tie, and Rigid body 
4 in total (2 constraints and 2 Rigid Bodies) 
 
B.1.8 Boundary conditions and Loads 
 
Left and right loads 
Type Moment: 0.5 (both sides, but opposite directions) 
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Left Moment: CM 1= 0 
CM 1= -0.5 
CM 1= 0 
Right Moment: CM 1= 0 
  CM 1= 0.5 
  CM 1= 0 
Back: 𝑈1 =  𝑈3 = 0 
Loading points: 𝑈3 = 0 
B.1.9 Mesh
Quadratic hexahedral elements of type C3D20 (Specimen) 
Linear quadrilateral elements of type R3D4 (Crack tip) 
